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IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Respondent 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY 
Defendant I Appellant 
s.c. #43392 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appealed from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore. 
Lawrence G. Wasden, 
Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent 
Sara Thomas, 
State Appellate Public Defender 
Attorney for Appellant 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF ID.A.HO 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
SUPREME COURT NO. 43392 
Appeal from the Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County, Idaho 
HONORABLE CHERI COPSEY, presiding, 
Sara Thomas, State Appellate Public Defender, P.O. Box 2816, Boise, Idaho 83701 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Appeal from :he Fourth Judicial District, Elmore 
County, Idaho 
HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY, presiding, 
Sara Thomas, State Appellate Public Defender, P.O. 
Box 2816, Boise, Idaho 83701 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, 
PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
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Date: 9/17/2015 Fou Judicial District Court - Elmore County User: HEATHER 
Time: 10:17 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CR-2014-0002438 Current Judge: Jonathan Medema 
Defendant: Kelley, James Lewis 
State of Idaho vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Date Code User Judge 
8/22/2014 NCRF KRISANN New Case Filed - Felony George G. Hicks 
PROS KRISANN Prosecutor assigned Elmore County Prosecuting George G. Hicks 
Atty 
HRSC KRISANN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 08/22/2014 George G. Hicks 
01:00 PM) 
ORPD KRISANN Defendant: Kelley, James Lewis Order Appointing George G. Hicks 
Public Defender Public defender Elmore County 
Public Defender 
ARRN KR!SANN Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on George G. Hicks 
08/22/2014 01 :00 PM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance 
HRSC KRISANN Hearing Scheduled (Attorney Appearance George G. Hicks 
08/26/2014 11 :00 AM) 
AFPC KRISANN Affidavit Of Probable Cause George G. Hicks 
CRCO KRISANN Criminal Complaint George G. Hicks 
AON KRISANN Acknowledgment Of Notification George G. Hicks 
RGHT KRISANN Rights (derechos) George G. Hicks 
ORPD KRISANN Order Appointing Public Defender George G. Hicks 
COSS KRISANN Commitment, Order Setting Bond and Conditions George G. Hicks 
of Release 
NOTH KRISANN Notice Of Hearing George G. Hicks 
8/25/2014 REQU DONNA Request For Discovery and Inspection George G. Hicks 
8/26/2014 HRHD KRISANN Hearing result for Attorney Appearance scheduled George G. Hicks 
on 08/26/2014 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held 
HRSC KRISANN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 09/12/2014 George G. Hicks 
02:00 PM) 
WSPE KRISANN Waiver Of Speedy Preliminary Examination George G. Hicks 
NOTH KRISANN Notice Of Hearing George G. Hicks 
8/28/2014 PBPA MYRA Posting Of Bond And Promise To Appear George G. Hicks 
BNDS MYRA Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 100000.00 ) George G. Hicks 
NOTS DAWN Notice Of Service George G. Hicks 
NOTS DAWN Notice Of Service George G. Hicks 
9/29/2014 RSPN DAWN Response To State's Request For Discovery, George G. Hicks 
Disclosure And Alibi Demand 
~/8/2014 STIP DONNA Stipulation To Continue Preliminary Hearing George G. Hicks 
~/9/2014 CONT KRISANN Continued (Preliminary 10/30/2014 02:00 PM) George G. Hicks 
ORDR KRISANN Order Continuing Preliminary Hearing George G. Hicks 
~/18/2014 NOTS DONNA Notice Of Service George G. Hicks 
~/26/2014 NOTS DONNA Notice Of Service George G. Hicks 
10/7/2014 NOTS MYRA Notice Of Service George G. Hicks 
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Judicial District Court - Elmore County 
ROA Report 
Date: 9/17/2015 
Time: 10:17 AM 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CR-2014-0002438 Current Judge: Jonathan Medema 
Defendant: Kelley, James Lewis 
State of Idaho vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Date Code User 
10/7/2014 STIP DONNA Stipulation To Continue Preliminary Hearing 
10/8/2014 CONT DONNA Continued (Preliminary 11/19/2014 02:00 PM) 
11/20/2014 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service - 4th Supplemental 
11/21/2014 WVPR KRISANN Waiver Of Preliminary Examination 
INFO KRISANN Information 
OHDA KRISANN Order Holding Defendant To Answer 
BOUN KRISANN Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 
11/19/2014 02:00 PM: Bound Over (after Prelim) 
CHJG KRISANN Change Assigned Judge 
HRSC KRISANN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/19/2014 
10:30 AM) 
12/19/2014 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Felony Arraignment scheduled 
on 12/19/2014 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 12 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress 
02/06/2015 03:30 PM) 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/06/2015 09:00 
AM) *2 days* 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
03/20/2015 01:00 PM) 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/06/2015 01 :00 
PM) 
PLEA HEATHER A Plea is Entered for Charge - NG 
(137-2732B(a)(1 )(B) Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana 
(5 lbs or More but Less Than 25 lbs or Consists of 
50 to 99 Plants)) 
ORDR HEATHER Order Governing Further Criminal Proceedings 
and Notice of Trial Setting 
1/16/2015 MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress 
MOTN HEATHER Motion to Suppress . 
1/22/2015 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service - 5th Supplemental 
1/30/2015 OBJC HEATHER Objection to Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
2/4/2015 STIP HEATHER Stipulation to Submit Evidence for Court's 
Consideration at Suppression Motion 
2/6/2015 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion to Suppress scheduled 
on 02/06/2015 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 60 
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George G. Hicks 
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Cheri Copsey 
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Page 3 of4 
Fou Judicial District Court - Elmore County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0002438 Current Judge: Jonathan Medema 
Defendant: Kelley, James Lewis 
User: HEATHER 
State of Idaho vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Date 
2/9/2015 
2/17/2015 
2/26/2015 
3/6/2015 
3/9/2015 
3'20/2015 
5/22/2015 
Code 
ORDR 
ORDR 
MOTN 
AFFD 
DCHH 
MISC 
AMEN 
AMCO 
REDU 
HRVC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
PLEA 
MISC 
PS101 
JDMT 
DCHH 
CAGP 
STAT 
User 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
HEATHER 
Order to Submit Evidence for Court's 
Consideration 
Order Denying Motion to Suppress 
Motion for Clarification or Reconsideration 
Affidavit of Marco DeAngelo in Support for 
Clarification or Reconsideration 
Judge 
Cheri Copsey 
Cheri Copsey 
Cheri Copsey 
Cheri Copsey 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on Cheri Copsey 
03/06/2015 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 2 
Corrected Order Denying Motion to Suppress Cheri Copsey 
Amended Information Cheri Copsey 
Amended Complaint Filed (137-2732B(a)(1)(A) Cheri Copsey 
Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana (1 lb or More but 
Less than 5 lbs or Consists of 25 to 49 Plants) ) 
Charge Reduced Or Amended Cheri Copsey 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Cheri Copsey 
04/06/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated *2 
days* 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Cheri Copsey 
on 03/20/2015 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 14 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 05/22/2015 Cheri Copsey 
08:30 AM) 
A Plea is Entered for Charge - GT Cheri Copsey 
(137-2732B(a)(1 )(A) Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana 
(1 lb or More but Less than 5 lbs or Consists of 25 
to 49 Plants) ) 
Guilty Plea Advisory and Form Cheri Copsey 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Cheri Copsey 
Judgment of Conviction and Commitment Cheri Copsey 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Cheri Copsey 
05/22/2015 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Christie Valich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 16 
Court Accepts Guilty Plea (137-27328(a)(1 )(A) Cheri Copsey 
Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana (1 lb or More but 
Less than 5 lbs or Consists of 25 to 49 Plants) ) 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Cheri Copsey 
003 
Date: 9/17/2015 Fou Judicial District Court - Elmore County User: HEATHER 
Time: 10:17 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of4 Case: CR-2014-0002438 Current Judge: Jonathan Medema 
Defendant: Kelley, James Lewis 
State of Idaho vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Date Code User Judge 
5/22/2015 SNIC HEATHER Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732B(a)(1)(A) Cheri Copsey 
Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana ( 1 lb or More but 
Less than 5 lbs or Consists of 25 to 49 Plants) ) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 3 years. 
SNIC HEATHER Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732B(a)(1)(A) Cheri Copsey 
Drug-Trafficking in Marijuana (1 lb or More but 
Less than 5 lbs or Consists of 25 to 49 Plants)) 
Confinement terms: Credited time: 7 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 3 years. 
6/16/2015 BNDE HEATHER Bond Exonerated (Amount 100,000.00) Cheri Copsey 
6/17/2015 NTOA HEATHER Notice Of Appeal Cheri Copsey 
APSC HEATHER Appealed To The Supreme Court Cheri Copsey 
APDC HEATHER Appeal Filed In District Court Cheri Copsey 
STAT HEATHER STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Cheri Copsey 
MOTN HEATHER Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Cheri Copsey 
Defender 
MOTN HEATHER Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Cheri Copsey 
Defender 
7/30/2015 MOTN HEATHER Motion to Reduce Sentence Cheri Copsey 
8/10/2015 NOTC HEATHER Notice Jonathan Medema 
CHJG HEATHER Change Assigned Judge Jonathan Medema 
ASSN HEATHER Assignment Notice Jonathan Medema 
AMEN HEATHER Amended Notice of Appeal Jonathan Medema 
8/20/2015 OBJC HEATHER Objection to Defendant's Motion to Reduce Jonathan Medema 
Sentence 
8/24/2015 NOTC HEATHER Notice of Transcript Lodged Jonathan Medema 
AMEN HEATHER Second Amended Notice of Appeal Jonathan Medema 
3/16/2015 ORDR HEATHER Order Denying Motion to Reduce Sentence Jonathan Medema 
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KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone (208) 587-2144 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
In the Matter of the Arrest 
Of: James Lewis Kelley 
DOB
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
COUNTY OF ELMORE, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Citation No. 
) 
AFFIDAV1T OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE FOR ARREST 
I, Detective Kyle More, being first duly sworn, deposes and states: 
That I am an authorized Peace officer, and on the 21st day of August, 2014, at 
1917 o'clock pm., 
I had probable cause to believe that James Lewis Kelley, the defendant herein, committed 
the following crime: 
Drug Trafficking LC. 37-2732B 
AFFIDAVIT - Page 1 
5 
The Probable Cause for defendant's arrest was as follows: 
On August 21, 2014 at approximately 1917 hours I was on patrol on Interstate 84 east 
bound near mile post 103, Elmore County Idaho. I was sitting stationary in the median 
watching east bound traffic when I observed a silver 2005 Toyota CJS 4 door with 
Nebraska license plate 21 FA 16 traveling east. I visually estimated the vehicles speed to 
be 85 miles per hour in a posted 80 mile an hour zone. Using nonmoving, same direction 
radar I confirmed the vehicle's speed to be 83 miles per hour. I turned out on to the 
interstate and got behind the vehicle. I observed the vehicle cross the center dividing line 
two times near mile post 104.5. When the vehicle crossed the center dividing line the 
vehicle was in the right hand lane. Both of the driver's side tires crossed the ci;;nter line 
with the whole tire crossing the line. 
I conducted a traffic stop with the vehicle on I 84 east bound near rriJle post 105. I 
approached the vehicle and made contact with the driver and only occupant. I advised the 
driver that I had stopped him because of failing to maintain his lane. The driver stated ok. 
I asked the driver for his license, registration and proof of insurance. He provided me 
with valid requested documents. Using the driver's Oregon state driver's license I 
identified him as James Lewis Kelley DOB During the traffic stop I 
deployed my State certified narcotics K9 Ja ee air sniff of the vehicle. I 
started K9 Jackson at the rear passenger side bumper of the vehicle in a counter clock 
wise direction. K9 Jackson sniffed the vehicle. K9 Jackson showed a change of behavior 
near the rear passenger side door characterized by a head snap and closed mouth 
breathing. K9 Jackson gave a specific alert by scratching aggressively at the rear 
passenger side door handle. This alert is consistent with past alerts where controlled 
substances have been located or have been in the recent past. 
I secured K9 Jackson in my patrol vehicle. I met with Mr. Kelley and advised him that 
my K9 gave a positive indication for the odor of controlled substance coming from his 
vehicle. I told Mr. Kelley that I was going to search his vehicle and all of the contents. I 
asked l\1r. Kelley if +he~e was a.11ything illeg1I that I was ~cin;; to fird dming the semch. 
Mr. Kelley stated that I was just going to find it. I asked Mr. Kelley ifI was going to find 
personal use marijuana. He stated yes. I asked Mr. Kelley how much I was going to find. 
He stated just a little bit. I asked Mr. Kelley ifI was going to find a few ounces. He stated 
• yes. I asked him if I was going to located any more like one or two pounds. Mr. Kelley 
stated yes and I was going to find it anyways. At that time Deputy G. Kinnan with ECSO 
placed rvir. Kelley in wrist restraints behind his back. I advised Mr. Kelley that at that 
time he was not under arrest that he was just being detained for further investigation. 
Deputy G. Kinnan placed Mr. Kelley in the back seat of Deputy B. Johnson's patrol 
vehicle. (Deputy Kinnan is currently riding with Deputy Johnson as a field training 
officer). 
During the search of the vehicle I iocated two black plastic garbage bags in the trunk. 
Inside of the two black bags were multiple large clear plastic bags containing a green 
leafy substance. I recognize the substance through my training and experience to be 
06 
marijuana. I advised Mr. Kelley that I was placing him under arrest for Trafficking 
marijuana. 
Upon further investigation at the Elmore County Sheriffs Office the total packaged 
weight of all the clear plastic baggies containing the green leafy substance was 10,185 
grams (22.5 pounds). I conducted a NARCO pouch 908 test on the one of the large bags 
marked 3D of green leafy substance. I received a presumptive positive test for marijuana. 
Battery Victim's Information: Victim's Name: Date of Birth: 
Address: Home Phone: 
Employer's Address: Work Number: 
Dated this 22st Day of August, 2014 
Pe~ fficer 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this~ day of f\us lJf:y{. , 20_L)/ 
Official Authorized to Administer Oath 
Commission expires: 4 /..!:CJ / 1 Cf 
AFFIDAVIT - Page 2 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
DO
SSN
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014- c9,Lf ?J?5 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this 22nd day of August 2014, Lee Fisher, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, who, being first 
duly sworn, complains and says: JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, on or about the 21st day of August 
2014, in the County of Elmore, State ofldaho, then and there being, did then and there commit 
the crime of TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, a felony; said crime being committed as follows, 
to-wit: 
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA 
Felony, J.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, on or about the 21st day of August 2014, 
in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, was knowingly in actual and/or constructive possession 
of at least five pounds but less than twenty-five pounds of marijuana, a Schedule I non-narcotic 
controlled substance, all in violation ofI.C § 37-2732B(a)(l)(B). 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 1 
ORIGINAL 
·' 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided against the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that the Defendant, JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, be 
brought before the Court to be dealt with according to law. 
DATED This 22nd day of August 2014. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE" ~f TY PROSEflJTING ATTORNEY 
BY: I"""' 
Lee Fisher, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
day of August 2014. 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 2 
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h Judicial District Court, State of 
In and For the County of Elmore 
150 South 4th East, Suite #5 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
0 6 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ti 22 PM 5: 00 
James Lewis Kelley 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Defendant. 
DL: 
1\RA STEELE 
OF THE COURT 
DEP~J~ 
Case No: CR-2014-0002438 ~ 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of James Lewis Kelley, and it appearing to be a proper 
case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appointed through the: 
Public Defender's Office 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Public Defender for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, James Lewis Kelley, in all proceedings in the above entitled 
case. 
The Defendant ls further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Cuurt for ail or part of the cost 
of court appointed counsel. 
DATED This 22nd day of August, 2014. 
Judge 
Copies to: 
X Public Defender 
X Prosecutor 
DeputyCle~ 
Order Appointing Public Defender DOC30 10/88 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
l Case/Cit,tion No. L'9,. ·~Cl \ 1..\ ".'."' J~ ~.f .[) 
> Lui~G 22 PH 5: 00 
) * ~ Commitment, Order Setting Bond and Cond~tio~_s of R!:_lease 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) SAt<dAP. A SI CELE 
- , ~ """: ~ \ .\) ~ ~ '\ ~ f ) ( ) Order Releasing on Own Recognizan~~i~rrt COU!H ~ ___ -·""_ '"_·~_~ __ "_~_~_-_J_~~, __ -~-----)~ Conditions of Release . V ~.' Defendant. m . 
The above-named Defendant having appeared before me this date; and the Court having made inquiry concerning reasonable bail 
for said Defendant, or release on his or her own recognizance, and appropriate conditions of any release; and the Court being fully 
advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said Defendant is: 
Kif Committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Elmore County, pending the posting of bond as hereinafter provided, and upon the 
'("I further terms and conditions set forth below. 
~ Bail is set in the amount of$ /00, OQO , cash or surety. 
( ) Released on his or her own recogni:iance upon the terms and conditions set forth below. 
~ Terms and Conditions of Release upon posting bail or upon release on own recognizance: \ \ , 
("'fJ. Defendan,.!_will,appear at the tpne and :i:,lace o{t~e ~e.,t proceeding in this matter, which shal~b , DD o'clock 
~.m., on \ \A.L~ ~ ~~ the~ day of ~\A~""~-~ 20 \ in the courtroom of this 
Court, and at such further times as may be ordered by the Court. 
(X} IfDefendant fails to so appear and is apprehended in a jurisdiction outside the State ofldaho, he or she hereby waives 
extradition to the State ofldaho. 
(X) Defendant shall at all times advise the court clerk and his or her attorney (if any) of any changes in his or her mailing 
address and telephone contact number. Any and all Notices or other Court documents that may be sent by U.S. Mail 
Defendant at such address shall be deemed served upon the Defendant if not returned .. 
(X) Defendant shall not violate any law of the State ofldaho, any County therein, or any City or Municipality therein. 
( ) Defendant shall not carry any weapon, concealed or otherwise, upon his or her person. 
M Defendant shall not consume alcoholic beverages or ingest any substance that might produce a narcotic effect 
on him or her, other than those prescribed for Defendant by a person authorized to prescribe medications. 
( ) Defendant shall abide by the terms of any no contact order issued in this case. N Defendant shall submit to ( ) daily ()Q random testing for the presence of (,V alcohol ~ dn;.gs in his or her blood, 
breath, saliva, or urine. Immediately upon release, Defendant shall report to the Elmore County Misdemeanor Probation 
Office to arrange for testing. Defendant shall pay the cost of said testing at the time of said testing. Defendant retains 
his or her not t.o give .;v:denc<: :,fa crime against him or herself, but ii' Defendant refuses to submit to testmg when 
requested or pay for said testing, he or she subjects himself or herself to revocation of bail. 
( ) Defendant shall attend AA or NA meetings __ times per week while this case is pending. 
( ) Defendant shall check in ( ) in person ( ) by telephone with the Sheriff of Elmore County at least once a ( ) day 
( ) week ( ) month. 
(X) Defendant shall immediately notify the court clerk if there is any change in any of the representations made by 
Defendant in connectiop. with his or her apJl).ication for lease ere· . 
~ Other: ...... ,h ~ 
Defendant is hereby notified that upon violation of the above conditions, or upon the receipt of additional information 
bearing upon the reasonableness of the bail or conditions herein, any Court before which the above-entitled matter is pending may 
modify or revoke this Order and return the Defendant to custody and require the Dezant to~g·ve additional bail. 
REVIEWED AND ACCEP1ED: . Dated this .22!... day of _ , 20d. 
n ~· ~ ~ ~ ......... Jug~~----..;;;.----'------
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MARCO DcANGILO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW omCES, CHTD. 
290 South SeQond East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) S87-0900 
Facshnile! (208)587~6940 
Attorneys for Defe11dant 
BAJU3ARA S~"E} · CLERK Of THE URT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFT.HE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCf OF THE 
STATE or mARO, IN AND FOR nm COTJNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE. Of' IDAHO, 
-v.s-
Case No, CR 2014-2438 
smtJLATION TO CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HE.AiUNG 
COMB NOW, the Def-en:dant. by and through hi, attorneya of regard, MARCO 
DeANOBLO, of RATUFP LAW OPPICBS, CHTD.1 and the State of Idaho, by and through its 
attorney of record. KRISTINA SCHlNDBLB. Elmore County Prose~ma Attome,t and hereby 
stipulate and agree to move this Court to continue tho PRELIMINARY ltEARING cun:ently set 
ln this ma.tter for tho 12* day of September, 2014. to a time certain, on the arounda th•t defenBo 
counsel is unavailable duo to a CLB ho is scheduled for mid due to discovery not being 
' 
completed, Noith.;., p,ny will be prejudiced by a continuance. 
DAT.BDthJi J~ dayofSeptembcr,2014, 
OlB 
J. 
z4u1<t IV ,Vo&; 1111 HI.I\ (f AX)208+555+ 1212 P.002/007 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CIITD. 
290 South Second East 
MoW1tain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURffl JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
-vs-
JAMES L. KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR 2014-2438 
ORDER CONTINUING 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
THIS MA TIER having come before the Court on the Stipulation to Continue 
Preliminary Hearing and good cause appearing therefore, · 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERD, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the PRELIMINARY 
HEARING in this case currently scheduled to be held on September 12, 2014, at the hour of 
2:00 o'clock p.m. is hereby VACATED and is rescheduled for the 30th day of October, 2014, 
at the hour of2:00 p.m..:..--
DATED this~ day ofScptcmber,2014. t.-1 
~~ 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER CONTINING PRELIMINARY HEARING - Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this o/;;, of September, 2014, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing documents to: 
Marco DeAngelo 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587.6940 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney, 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax. No. (208)S87w2l47 
By: 
By: 
hand delivery 
__ Federal Express 
_Certified Mail 
__ U.S.Mail 
__ Facsimile 
/ Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
--
Certified Mail 
__ U.S.Mail 
__ Facsimile Transmission 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
.By ¥· DeputyC 
ORDER CONTINING ENTRY OF PLEA- Page 2 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144. ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISBNo. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF nrn FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR nm COUNTY OF ELMORB 
THE STATE OFIDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO: CR-2014-0002438 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
PREUMINARY HEARING 
COME NOW. the State of Idaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting 
Attorney, in and for the County of Elmo~ and the Defendant, James Lewis Kelley, by and 
through Marco DeAngelo, Counsel of Record and hereby stipulate to continue the preliminary 
hearing currently set for October 30. 2014, to November 19, 2014, at 2:00 o'clock p.m. The 
State's primary witness has a medical appointment on the date and time of the currently set 
hearing. The Defendant previously waived his right to a hearing within the statutory time frame. 
DATED This_ ?october2014. DATEDThis1october 014. 
BY:,.J..IJ-lilUi,.&~~~:u.u.-~~---
Marco DeAngelo, C 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE PREL™ • Page 1 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
_Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISB No. 6090 
I -8 
. . f: I 9 
BA;;,.·01., ~ . hi~ I*( ~ (".~," Cl.ERK OF r"" ,, 1 ti I r:· 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO: CR-2014-0002438 
ORDER TO CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
THE COURT Having read and considered the parties' stipulation to continue the 
preliminary hearing filed herein, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the preliminary hearing set for October 30, 2014, be 
hereby vacated and rescheduled for Friday, the 19th day of November 2014, at the hour of 2:00 
o'clock P .M. 
DATED ThisE. October 2014. 
ORDER TO CONTINUE PRELIM - Page 1 ORIGINAL 
21 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on today's date, I served a copy of the attached document to the 
following parties by the following means: 
Kristina M. Schindele 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Marco DeAngelo 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
DATED this __ October 2014. 
___ Hand Delivery 
___ First Class Mail 
Facsimile 
---
___ Hand Delivery 
___ First Class Mail 
Facsimile 
---
BARBARA STEELE, Clerk of the District Court 
BY: __________ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER TO CONTINUE PRELIM - Page 2 
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LUU Kl U.F THE FOURTH JUDIC ISTRICT OF THE 
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COURT MINUTES - HEARING 
KRISTINA M. SCIDNDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho. 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
SSN
DO
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-0002438 
INFORMATION 
Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of 
Idaho, who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Elmore, and gives the Crmrt to unden:tand and be informed ti'lat the 
Defendant is accused by this Information of the crime of: TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, a 
felony, which crime was committed as follows: 
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, on or about the 21st day of August 2014, 
in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, was knowingly in actual and/or constructive possession 
of at least five pounds but less than twenty-five pounds of marijuana, a Schedule I non-narcotic 
controlled substance, all in violation ofl.C § 37-2732B(a)(l)(B). 
INFORMATION - Page 1 
ORIGINAL 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho. 
DATED This(~ay of November 2014. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY:~ 
Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney 
INFORMATION - Page 2 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
DOB
SSN:
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-0002438 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT 
TO ANSWER 
ON THE 19th day of day of November 2014, at the hour of 2:00 o'clock pm, the 
Defendant appeared before the undersigned Magistrate with Marco DeAngelo, Attorney at Law, 
his attorney of record, this being the time and place set for the preliminary examination herein. 
The State of Idaho was represented by Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the 
County of Elmore, State of Idaho. 1he Defendant waived the reading of the Complaint on fiie 
herein. The Defendant was advised of the right to a preliminary examination, the nature of 
which was explained to the Defendant. The Defendant thereupon waived his preliminary 
examination. 
The Court, being fully advised in the premises, finds that the felony crime of 
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, a felony; as set forth in the Information on file herein, has 
been committed in Elmore County, State of Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to believe 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER - Page 1 
5 
that the Defendant committed said felony crime. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Defendant be and hereby is held to answer to 
felony charge as set forth in the Information on file herein, before a District Judge in the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore. 
IT IS FURTHEm'°ERED That Defendant's bond remain as previously set. 
DATED This-/-Tday of November 2014. 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER - Page 2 
CH-20/4-0002438 
Stats of ldalto vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Hearing type: Arraignment 
Hearing date: 12/19/20/4 
Time: Higltts as a group: 10:34 -10:38: /L-18 a.m. 
Judge: Clteri Copsey 
Courtroom: Main 
Court reporter: Kim Madsen 
Minutes Clerk: Heat!ter Furst 
Defense Attorney: Marco DeAngelo, Elmore Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scltindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
IN THE OISTHICT COUHT OF THE FOUHTH JUDICIAL OISTHICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHa 
IN ANO FOH THE COUNTY OF ELMOHE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry-Arraignment 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name of defendant. who is also present 
personally. (OR) (On Bond) 
Court verified identifying information on the Information. 
Defendant and Counsel have received a copy of the Information filed by the State and have reviewed the charges 
contained therein. A formal reading of the information is waived by the defendant at this time. 
The Court reviews the nature of the charges, maximum penalties and plea options. 
Charged with: 
Trafficking in Marijuana (F): 15 years prison: 3 year fixed mandatory: ID.ODO.OD mandatory fine up to $50.000.00 
fine: DNA sample: restitution 
The Court advises thi:i defendant of the nat:Jre d th~ charges against him/her ar.d the mirimum and maximum 
penalties and other possible consequences therefore: defendant's right to remain silent: presumption of 
innocence and that by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charges. certain rights would be waived. 
Mr. Ratliff advised that the Defendant will enter a plea of not guilty to all charges. Mr. Ratliff advised there will be 
a Motion to Suppress 
Court sat Motion to Suppress on (1 hour hearing) Feb. B, 2Dl5 at 3:30 p.m. 
If there are tape recordings - make part of the record and provide in advance = Counsel agree to this. They will 
be marked and made part of the record. 
Briefing to be filed ahead of time. Defense can file by Jan. 16: State respond by Jan. 26. 2Dl5. 
Tha Court schadulas tha fallowing: 
2 day Jury Trial -8:DD a.m. on April 6. 2Dl5 at 8:00 a.m. 
March 20. 2Dl5 at 1:00 p.m. for a Pretrial conference. 
Additional status conference scheduled far 1:00 p.m. an March 6. 2Dl5. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
121 __ 
. . 
Discovery cut off date of March 6. 20!5 at 8:00 a.m. 
11:24 a.m. End Minute Entry. 
Attes~Jffd: 
Hea er Furst 
Deputy Clerk 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
2~ 
OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
BARBARA STEELE 
~STRICT COURT 
B · , Deputy Clerk 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
"30£f'x'D ~e ~~. 
Case No. CR- ffi \ 4~ 00:31) 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
Defend.ant. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Compliance date for discovery is set on or before 30,(\ C\ ,20\S . 
Status conference will be held on f()o. CC b lo , 20 l '::> at I '. Ct::::P.m. wherein 
defendant(s) must be personally present in court. 
Pretrial conference will be held on ~(jr\ &Q , 20 \ 0 at { 1.C()p.m. wherein 
defendant( s) must be personally present in court. 
Jyzy trial will he held on ~-1 D \ D , 2015. at q,.ro_ ... and shall he scheduled for 
cl days. The order of th~ panel will be drawn by lot the afternoon before the day of trial in 
chambers. Counsel may be present for the drawing of the names. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 25(a)(6), I.C.R. that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
, pr~side over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. W.H. Woodland Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. James Judd Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Renee Hoff Hon. Gerald Schroeder Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
Hon. Darla Williamson Hon. Ronald Wilper Hon. James Morfitt 
ALL SITTING FOURm DISTRICT JUDGES 
Defendant shall file all pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no 
later than fourteen (14) days after the compliance date set for discovery or otherwise show 
good cause, upon formal motion, why such time limits should be extended. All such motions 
must be brought on for hearing within fourteen (14) days after filing or forty-eight (48) hours 
before trial, whichever is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than 
five (5) days prior to the pretrial conference. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be 
accompanied by a brief setting forth the factual basis and legal basis for the suppression of 
evidence. 
IT SSOORDEREDthis \~ dayof Ow1mb1 201:±.. 
·(]~ ~ 
CHERI C. COPSEY 
District Judge 
cc: Hand delivered to Defendant and Counsel 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
I"\ 2 .9 ... -
MARCO DeANGELO 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
LS. B. No. 7560 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS 
l J 
COMES NOW the Defendant herein, by and through his attorney ofrecord, Marco DeAngelo 
of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and moves this Court to Suppress any and all evidence that was seized 
as a result of the stop and the subsequent search of the vehicle that the Defendant was driving. This 
motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Criminal Procedure 12(b) and the Fourth and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and under Article I, Sections 13 and 17 of the Constitution of 
the State ofidaho. 
FACTS 
On August 21, 2014, Detective Kyle Moore, with the Elmore County Sheriff's Office was on 
patrol on Interstate 84, eastbound, near mile post 103. Det. Moore was in an unmarked black SUV, 
equipped with emergency lights. Det. Moore briefly followed and then initiated a traffic stop on the 
OR I Gi ~IAL 
MEOMORANDUM IS SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 1 
vehicle Mr. Kelley waJ driving near milepost 105. Det. Moore was not in uniform and was wearing 
cowboy boots, blue jeans and a plaid blue shirt and a black Elmore County Sheriff vest. 
Det. Moore initiated contact, identified himself as a Sheriff's Deputy, and asked Mr. Kelley 
for his license, registration, and insurance. Det. Moore then informed him that the reason he was 
stopping him was because when he was coming up behind him, he had crossed over the center line 
twice. Det. Moore then informed Mr. Kelley that he wanted to make sure he was not falling asleep 
or texting while driving, and then stated "cause you're obviously not drunk and that's a good thing." 
It is believed that Det. Moore makes a comment about the number of drivers that are intoxicated on 
this road and that as long as he is not one of them, he is good with that. Det. Moore then asks him 
how his day is going and Mr. Kelley responds positively. Mr. Kelley complies with his request and 
hands him all identifying information. Det. Moore then asks if it is Mr. Kelley's car, and he responds 
that it is his "buddy's" car and that he is bringing it back. Det. Moore then asks where is he coming 
from and is told Oregon. Mr. Kelley then tells him that his friend's mother passed away and that he 
had to fly back to Nebraska and that he is bringing the car back to him there, and plans to stay there 
for a couple days and do some fishing before flying back home. Det. Moore then asks Mr. Kelley if 
there are any drugs on him, which is answered in the negative. :c,~t. Moore t:1m asks if w~. Ke[ey 
has any warrants or suspension or is on America's Most Wanted, which is also answered in the 
negative. Det. Moore then informs Mr. Kelley that he is going to run his information but that he is 
not going to write him any kind of a ticket for the traffic infraction. 
Det. Moore then returns to his own vehicle, and about a minute and thirty seconds later returns 
to Mr. Kelley to request a phone number for the person who owns the vehicle. Mr. Kelley says that 
he does not have it. Det. Moore then asks him how he intends to deliver the vehicle once he arrives 
in Nebraska, and Mr. Kelley informs him that he is going to put the address in to his phone to find 
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them. Det. Moore then talks to him about possible issues if the vehicle comes back stolen and then 
returns to his vehicle. Det. Moore then radioed for backup and ran Mr. Kelley for 3700 (drug) 
convictions. Mr. Kelley and the vehicle came back clear and valid, and Mr. Kelley had no prior drug 
convictions. 
Det. Moore then returned to the vehicle approximately ten minutes after making the initial 
stop to inform Mr. Kelley that he was not on America's Most Wanted and that is a good thing. Det. 
Moore then informs Mr. Kelley that he has another part of his job and makes a comment about people 
traveling down the interstate and the general motoring public. Det. Moore then asks Mr. Kelley again 
ifhe has anything illegal inside his vehicle, Mr. Kelley replies no and asks ifhe is free to go, and Det. 
Moore tells him to hold on for a second and asks if he is responsible for everything inside the car, and 
Mr. Kelley responds yes. Det. Moore then asks for consent to search the vehicle and Mr. Kelley says 
no and that he has not done anything wrong and asks again ifhe is free to go. 
Det. Moore then informs Mr. Kelley that he is going to detain him and run his K-9 narcotics 
dog around his vehicle. Det. Moore then has Mr. Kelley step out of the vehicle and stand alongside 
the road with Deputies Kinnan and Johnson, who have since arrived. Approximately three minutes 
later, Det. Moore conducts a K-9 sniff of the vehicle. Det. Moore then informs "Mr. KeUey th ... t 
has received a positive alert from his K-9 and that he will be searching the vehicle and asks Mr. Kelley 
to cooperate and inform him if there is anything in the vehicle. Mr. Kelley informs Det. Moore that 
he will find a small amount of marijuana in the vehicle. The vehicle is then searched and the contents 
of the trunk are seized which included two large plastic bags that contained green leafy substance that 
the Detective believed was marijuana. Mr. Kelley was then arrested. 
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ARGUMENT 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees every citizen the right 
to free from unreasonable searches and seizures. State v. Salois, 144 Idaho 344,347. 160 P.3d 1279 
(Ct. App. 2007). Its purpose is "to impose a standard of 'reasonableness' upon the exercise of 
discretion by government officials, including law enforcement agents, in order to 'safeguard the 
privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions."' Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 
653-54 (1979). The stop of a vehicle by an officer is a seizure of its occupants and is therefore subject 
to Fourth Amendment standards. Id.; United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411,417, 101 S.Ct 690,694 
(1981). Under the Fourth Amendment, an officer may stop a vehicle to investigate possible criminal 
behavior if there is a reasonable and articulable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven contrary to 
traffic laws. Cortez, at 417. 
The determination of whether an investigative detention is reasonable requires a dual inquiry; 
whether the officer's action was justified at its inception and whether it was reasonably related in 
scope to the circumstance which justified the interference in the first place. State v. Parkinson, 135 
Idaho 357,361 17 P.3d 301,305 (Ct. App. 2000). The United States Supreme Court has stated that 
an investigative detention "must be temporary and last no longer than is neressary to effectuate the 
purpose of the stop." Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491,500, 103 S.Ct. 1319 (1983); State v. Gutierrez, 
137 Idaho 647, 51 P.3d 461, 466 (Ct. App. 2002). An individual "may not be detained even 
momentarily without reasonable, objective grounds for doing so." Id. Where a person is detained, the 
scope of the detention must be carefully tailored to its underlying justification. State v. Roe, 140 Idaho 
176, 181, 90 P.3d 926,931 (Ct. App. 2004). If the officer questions a driver about matters unrelated 
to the traffic stop after the purpose of the stop has been fulfilled, the questioning, no matter how short, 
extends the duration of the stop and is an unwarranted intrusion upon the privacy and liberty of the 
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occupants. State v. Gutirrez, 137 Idaho 647, 651-53, 51 P.3d 461, 465-67. (Ct. App. 2002). An 
individual's Fourth Amendment rights are violated if officers lengthen a stop for a traffic violation by 
using a drug dog to examine the vehicle or by questioning the occupants about drugs in the absence 
ofreasonable suspicion. See State v. Aguirre, 141 Idaho 560, 563-64, 112 P.3d 848, 851-52 (Ct. App. 
2005). 
A traffic stop might turn up suspicious circumstances that justify an officer asking questions 
un-related to the stop. State v, Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 362, 17 P.3d 301, 304 (Ct. App. 2000). 
The length and scope of the initial investigatory detention may be lawfully expanded if there exist 
objective and specific articulable facts that justify suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or 
is about to be engaged in criminal activity. Particularized suspicion consists of two elements: (1) the 
assessment must be based on a totality of the circ-;imstances, and (2) the assessment must yield a 
particularized suspicion that the particular individual being stopped is engaged in wrongdoing. United 
States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411,418, 101 S.Ct. 690,695, 66 L.Ed.2d 621,628 (1981); see also Sheldon, 
139 Idaho at 983, 88 P.3d at 1223. 
It is the State's burden to establish that the seizure was based on reasonable suspicion and 
sufficiently limited in scope and duration to satisfy the conditions of a11 investigative seizur..;. Royer, 
460 U.S. at 500, 103 S.Ct. at 1326, 75 L.Ed.2d at 238. 
A drug dog sniff is not a search and may be done during an investigative stop, but the use of 
the drug dog may not lengthen the duration of the stop. fllinois v. Caballes, 543 U.S. 405, 409-410, 
125 S. Ct. 834, 838-839, (2005), See also Aguirre, 141 Idaho at 563, 112 P.3d at 851. It is the State's 
burden to establish that the seizure was based on reasonable suspicion and sufficiently limited in scope 
and duration to satisfy the conditions of an investigative seizure. Royer, 460 U.S. at 500, 103 S. Ct. 
at 1326. 
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In the present case, there is not reasonable suspicion under the totality of the circumstances 
known to Det. Moore, to form particularized suspicion that Mr. Kelley was possessing or 
transporting drugs. Thus, there was no reason to lengthen the detention. 
In this case, Det. Moore pulled over Mr. Kelley for either going above the posted speed 
limit or crossing the center lane or both. Mr. Kelley does not concede that either of these are true. 
Det. Moore then approached the vehicle on the passenger side and made contact with Mr. Kelley. 
It is then stated to Mr. Kelley by Det. Moore that he wanted to make sure that he was not falling 
asleep, texting while driving, or under the influence. He immediately states that it is obvious that 
Mr. Kelley is not under the influence. Det. Moore does not articulate in his report or on video any 
other signs of intoxication observed. There is no questioning related to the use of a cell phone or 
other device while driving. It is not believed that Mr. Kelley showed any signs of being tired or 
fatigued, at least none were noted by Det. Moore. It is Det. Moore's observation that Mr. Kelley 
was nervous during his encounters with him. 
It is apparent that after the first encounter with Mr. Kelley, when Det. Moore informs him 
that he is not going to be giving him a traffic citation that the investigation into the original basis 
for the stop has concluded. Det. Moore informs l'vfr. Kelley that he is going to I1Ll1 all the 
information he has provided him and that ifhe is valid and clear he will be on his way. 
At this point in time, Det. Moore is aware, that according to Mr. Kelley, he is traveling 
from Oregon to Nebraska. That Mr. Kelley is not the owner of the vehicle. That Mr. Kelley has 
informed him he is returning the vehicle to a friend that was in Oregon but had to fly home due to 
the passing of his mother. That Mr. Kelley will be continuing on to Nebraska where he will be 
returning the car, staying for a couple days, and then flying home. 
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While Det. Moore is running the information for driver's status, warrants, and any issues 
with the vehicle he returns to Mr. Kelley to retrieve a phone number for the owner of the car. Mr. 
Kelley informs him that he does not have a phone number and that he is simply going to use the 
address he has and arrive at that location to return the vehicle. Det. Moore does not ask for the 
name of the owner of the vehicle, he does not ask for the name of his "buddy," nor does he ask for 
the address that Mr. Kelley intends to use to find the location. 
It is clear from Det. Moore's statements and the totality of the circumstances that his 
investigation for the original basis of the stop had concluded when he had approached the vehicle 
for the third time. Mr. Kelley was a valid and licensed driver. The vehicle was currently registered 
and the insurance for the vehicle was current. The vehicle had also not been reported stolen. Mr. 
Kelley also did not have any warrants or wants and did not have any prior drug convictions. 
Det. Moore never returns the driver's license, registration, or insurance provided to him by 
Mr. Kelley. 
There is no reasonable suspicion for Det. Moore to support his lengthened and continued 
detention of Mr. Kelley after the purpose of the stop was accomplished. Det. Moore, under the 
totality of the circumstances, did not possess particularized suspicion the: Mr. Kcll:;y was 
transporting narcotics or drugs. There is nothing to support a K-9 sniff being an investigative 
tactic to determine whether an automobile is in the lawful possession of another person other than 
the owner. 
There is also a lack of reasonable articulable suspicion to provide a basis for the continued 
detention that an individual who does not own the vehicle would be transporting drugs. Det. Moore 
did not believe that Mr. Kelley was under the influence of drugs, no signs of past use of drugs, and 
he did not detect the odor of drugs. At most, Mr. Kelley was an individual who displayed 
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nervousness after being pulled over by a plain clothed officer in an unmarked vehicle using a car 
that was not his own on an interstate highway to travel to another state. 
Any evidence seized pursuant to an unreasonable detention, or consent obtained during an 
illegal detention is tainted by the illegality and is fruit of the poisonous tree and is, therefore, 
inadmissible. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471,487, 83 S.Ct. 407,417, 9 L.Ed.2d 441,455 
(1963); State v. Zavala, 134 Idaho 532, 535-6, 5 P.3d 993, 996-7 (Ct. App. 2000). 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant requests the court suppress all evidence, specifically the 
contents of the trunk of the vehicle that he was driving as a result of the illegal search and seizure. 
DATEDthis \C: dayofJanuary,2015. 
Marco e gelo 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CC:RT!FY that! have on th;, • ,fay of Jrumary, 201 S, servcci a copy of th, 
within and foregoing document to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE By: / Hand Delivery 
Elmore County Deputy Federal Express 
Prosecuting Attorney Certified Mail 
190 South 4th East U.S. Mail 
Mountain Home ID 83647 Facsimile Transmission 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 1lJ 
bDRIGUES 
Legal Assistant 
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Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
I.S. B. No. 7560 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW the Defendant herein, by and through his attorney of record, Marco DeAngelo 
of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and moves this Court to Suppress any and all evidence that was seized 
as a result of the stop and the subsequent search of the vehicle that the Defendant was driving. This 
motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Criminal Procedure I2(b) and the Fourth and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and under Article I, Sections 13 and 17 of the Constitution of 
the State ofldaho. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant requests the court suppress all evidence, specifically the 
contents of the trunk of the vehicle that he was driving as a result of the illegal search and seizure. 
~ .... 
DATED this~ day ofJanuary, 2015. 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
By&AngW 
Attorney for Defendant 
C)R \ G\ ~I AL 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this jk_ day of January, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing document to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
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By: ~dDelivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
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__ U.S.Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
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Legal Assistant 
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Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 BARB AH A STEELE 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 CLERK OF THE~ CURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-0002438 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
--------------) 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting 
Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, and hereby respectfully submits the following Response 
to Defendant James Kelley's Motion to Suppress Evidence. 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
On August 21, 2014, the Defendant was arrested and charged with trafficking in marijuana 
pursuant to I.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(B). The Defendant timely filed a Motion to Suppress with this 
Court on January 16, 2015. In his Motion to Suppress, the Defendant alleges that the officer 
unreasonably and unlawfully extended the initial traffic stop beyond the original purpose of the 
stop, and that the officer had no reasonable articulable suspicion to extent the stop and/or conduct 
a search of the vehicle. The State submits the officer had reasonable articulable suspicion to 
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extend the traffic stop in order to conduct a free air sniff with his drug detection dog around the 
exterior of the vehicle. After the K9 alerted to the vehicle, the officer had probable cause to search 
the vehicle's interior. 
For those reasons expressed herein, the State respectfully requests this Court deny the 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
II. 
FACTS 
On August 21, 2014, at approximately 7:17 p.m., Detective Kyle Moore, Elmore County 
Sheriff's Office, stopped a 2005 Toyota CJS bearing Nebraska license plates on Interstate 84, near 
milepost 105 in Elmore County.1 While sitting in the median near milepost 103, Detective Moore 
observed the vehicle, estimated the vehicle's speed as 85 miles per hour and confirmed 83 miles 
per hour in an 80 mile per hour speed zone, then turned and followed the car. Detective Moore 
saw the vehicle cross the center dividing line twice near milepost 104.5. Detective Moore then 
made the stop and identified the driver, and only occupant, as Defendant James Lewis Kelley, by 
his Oregon driver's license. 
When he contacted the driver, Detective Moore noted Kelley was visibly trembling. He 
also noticed Kelley's carotid artery on the left-hand side of the throat was pulsating. Kelley told 
Detective Moore the car belonged to his friend and he was driving it to Nebraska to deliver it to 
the friend. Kelley explained his friend had been visiting him in Oregon, his friend's mother 
1 The parties initially advised the Court they intended to submit the video of the traffic stop to the Court prior to the 
suppression hearing. Frankly, the video is barely audible - the officer's microphone mostly picks up the wind, 
rather than the conversation at the car. At this time the parties continue to attempt to remove the background noise 
from the video, but have not been successful. Unfortunately, the parties submit the officer's testimony will be 
necessary for this hearing. 
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passed away so the friend :flew back to Nebraska. Kelley said he was driving the car to the friend's 
house in Nebraska and then :flying back to Oregon. He also stated he planned to do some fishing 
Nebraska as he intended to stay about three days. 
Detective Moore asked Elmore County Dispatch to run Kelley to check driver's status and 
confirm warrants. While waiting for the return, Detective Moore went back to talk to Kelley. At 
this time, Detective Moore asked Kelley for the name and phone number of his friend so the officer 
could confirm Kelley had permission to have the vehicle. Kelley said he did not have his friend'c:; 
phon~ numb~r .. Kelley-.e,c:plained that he planne.d to simply~how up atthefriend'shouse.when-
he got to Nebraska. At that time, Detective Moore asked for back up. Deputy Garrett Kinnan, 
and Deputy Bryce Johnson who was in training at the time, arrived on scene. Dispatch told 
Detective Moore Kelley was clear and valid. 
Detective Moore returned to the vehicle and asked if there was anything inside of the 
vehide. Kelley demonstrated even more nervous behavior and started trembling more. Kelley 
then said no and asked if he were free to leave. Detective Moore then asked if Kelley had any 
drugs or paraphernalia in the vehicle. Kelley said no. Kelley also denied any weapons upon 
questioning. Detective Moore asked for consent to search the vehicle. Kelley stated no and 
again asked if he were free to leave. Detective Moore then advised Kelley he was detaining 
Kelley to further his investigation by deploying his state certified K-9 to an exterior sniff. Based 
on Kelley's extreme nervousness, Detective Moore asked him to get out of the car. Deputy 
Kinnan conducted a frisk for officer safety. 
Detective Moore deployed his state certified K-9 Jackson at approximately 7:29 o'clock 
p.m. K-9 Jackson exhibited a behavior change and then gave a specific alert to communicate the 
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presence of controlled substances at approximately 7:36 o'clock p.m. Detective Moore secured 
K-9 Jackson and met with Kelley again. Detective Moore disclosed his findings with K-9 Jackson 
and explained he intended to search the car. When Detective Moore asked if the car had anything 
illegal, Kelley said he would just find it. Detective Moore then asked a series of questions about 
whether he would find marijuana and how much. Kelley eventually admitted Detective Moore 
would fmd more than 1 or 2 pounds. 
Detective Moore then searched the vehicle. In the trunk, he located two black plastic 
garbage bags. The garbage bags contained large vacuum sealed bags. Each iarge vacuum sealed 
bag contained smaller vacuum sealed bags. In each smaller bag, there was a green plant material. 
Detective Moore located approximately $600 in United States currency as well as a tablet and a 
cell phone during the search as well. Deputy Kinnan located approximately $358 on Kelley's 
person as well. Detective Moore also found a receipt for Kelley in Burley, Idaho on July 13-14, 
2014. The green plant material was submitted to the lab and tested positive for marijuana. The 
net weight of the green plant material as determined by the lab was more than 2,480 grams (5 
pounds, 7 ounces). The lab did not test or weigh two of the small packages. 
The Defendant has filed a motion to suppress the green plant material. 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The marijuana seized following the search of Defendant's vehicle should not be 
suppressed because the initial stop and detention of the vehicle was lawful, the stop 
was not unreasonably extended, the officer had reasonable articulable suspicion of 
criminal activity for any detention and probable cause to search the vehicle. 
The State concedes that traffic stops constitute seizures within the meaning of the Fourth 
Amendment, and must be justified by the promotion of legitimate government interests. 
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Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 653-55 (1979). One such interest is the enforcement of traffic 
laws. As such, an officer may stop a vehicle to investigate possible criminal behavior if the officer 
has a reasonable and articulable suspicion that the vehicle is being driving contrary to traffic laws. 
State v. Young, 144 Idaho 646, 648, 167 P.2d 783, 785 (Ct. App. 2007) (citing United States v. 
Cortez, 449 U.S. 441, 417 (1981)). An investigative detention "must be temporary and last no 
longer than is necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop." State v. Gutierrez, 13 7 Idaho 64 7, 
650, 51 P.3d 461,464 (Ct. App. 2002) (quoting Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491,498 (1983)). 
Here, the Defendant does not argue that the initial stop and detention of the vehicle was 
unlawful. Detective Moore stopped the vehicle for speeding and failure to maintain its lane, 
specifically noting that the vehicle crossed the center dividing line tvvice. The initial purpose of 
the stop was to investigate these traffic violations and the stop was proper. 
The Court must then determine whether the stop was extended, and if so, whether any 
extension of the stop was justified by information sufficient to give rise to reasonable suspicion of 
criminal activity unrelated to the initial stop. State v. Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913, 915 (Ct. App. 
2001 ). The purpose of a stop is not necessarily fixed at the time a stop is initiated, as a routine 
traffic stop may demonstrate suspicious circumstances justifying additional questioning or 
investigation. State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 361, 17 P.3d 301 (Ct. App. 2000). However, 
even absent suspicious circumstances giving rise to a reasonable articulable suspicion of criminal 
activity unrelated to the initial detention, an officer may briefly and generally inquire into matters 
unrelated to the stop, and even deploy his drug detection dog to the exterior of the vehicle, without 
violating Fourth Amendment protections. Id. at 363. Several cases have established or 
acknowledged that a drug dog sniff on the exterior of a vehicle is not a search for the purposes of 
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the Fourth Amendment, and may therefore be conducted during a traffic stop absent any reasonable 
suspicion of drug or criminal activity. State v. Aguirre, 141 Idaho 560,563 (2005) (citing Illinois 
v. Caballes, 543 U.S. 405 (2005); Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 363). 
As an investigative detention must be temporary and last no longer than necessary to 
effectuate the purpose of the stop, the Court must still determine whether the officer's permissible 
use of the K9 unlawfully and unreasonably extended the duration of the stop. Parkinson, 135 
Idhao at 361. For this determination, courts often look at whether the officer had completed the 
purpose of the stop. Aguirre, 141 Idaho at 563 ( comparing State v. Silva, 134 Idaho 848 (Ct. App. 
2000) and State v. Gutierrez, 137 Idaho 647 (Ct App. 2002)). In Silva, the court held an officer's 
request to search the defendant's vehicle was lawful where the issuance of a traffic citation had 
not been completed, even where the officer momentarily delayed returning the documents for the 
purpose of requesting consent to search the vehicle. Silv~ 134 Idaho at 852. In contrast, the 
court in Gutierrez held it was impermissible for an officer to question the defendant about matters 
unrelated to the traffic stop when the officer had already fulfilled the purpose of the stop by issuing 
a written warning. Gutierrez, 137 Idaho at 650. 
As previously stated, the officer needed no reasonable articulable suspicion of unrelated 
criminal activity to apply his K9 to the exterior of the vehicle, and this action was justified as long 
as it did not unreasonably and unlawfully extend the duration of the stop. Here, as in Silva, 
Detective Moore had not yet completed the purpose of the traffic stop when he asked the Defendant 
to exit the vehicle and informed him he would be deploying his K-9 to the exterior of the vehicle. 
Moore deployed K-9 Jackson to the outside of the vehicle approximately twelve minutes into the 
traffic stop, and it took about six minutes for the K-9 to produce a positive alert on the vehicle. 
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The only delays in the completion of the stop were caused by the Defendant's odd responses to 
the questions regarding the owner of the vehicle. Detective Moore had not yet determined that 
Kelley had permission to be in possession of the vehicle and, based on Kelley's nonsensical plan 
to simply show up at his friend's house (the friend whose mother had just died), and stay for 3 
days to fish, decided to use his K-9 to confirm or dispel his suspicions about Kelley's actions. 
Considering the circumstances, an elapse of approximately eighteen minutes between the initial 
stop and the confirmed positive alert by K-9 Jackson is certainly not unreasonable. 
A K9 free air sniff around the exterior of an automobile during a routine traffic stop is 
justified absent reasonable articulable suspicion of criminal activity unrelated to the initial 
detention. However, under the circumstances presented here, even if Detective Moore extended 
the stop, he had reasonable articulable suspicion that Kelley was engaged in criminal wrong-doing 
aside from the traffic infractions. Kelley exhibited extremely nervous behavior. His carotid 
artery was visibly pounding. He could not produce a way to contact his friend in Nebraska for 
whom he was purportedly driving a vehicle across the country. In addition, Kelley claimed that 
upon dropping by his friend's house in Nebraska, he intended to stay for three days and go fishing. 
Detective Moore detained the Defendant for only a temporary period while he completed the 
purpose of the stop and used the least intrusive means necessary to either compel or dispel his 
reasonable suspicion. 
B. The evidence ofmariiuana found during the search of Defendant's vehicle should not 
be suppressed because the K.9's alert on the Defendant's vehicle provided probable 
cause to search the vehicle. 
A K-9's alert to the exterior of a vehicle will generally provide probable cause to search 
the interior of the vehicle for controlled substances without a warrant. State v .. Anderson, 154 
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Idaho 703 (2012) (State v. Tucker, 132 Idaho 841 (1999)). Here, Detective Moore, a trained K-9 
handler, applied K-9 Jackson, a certified drug detection dog, to the exterior of Defendant's vehicle. 
K-9 Jackson subsequently alerted to the passenger side of the Defendant's vehicle. This alert 
established probable cause to justify Detective Moore's search of the vehicle's interior. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
The State respectfully requests the. Court deny the Defendant's Motion to Suppress in its 
entirety. Detective Moore did not need reasonable articulable suspicion of cri.minai activity 
unrelated to the initial stop to deploy his K-9 to the exterior of the vehicle. Even if the original 
purpose of the stop had concluded, Detective Moore actually had reasonable articulable suspicion 
of criminal wrongdoing aside from the traffic infractions. Finally, the application of the K-9 did 
not unreasonably extend the stop, and the K-9's alert provided probable cause to search the interior 
of the vehicle. 
DATED This j~ay of January 2015. 
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I hereby certify that on this 31t:· day of January 2015, I served a copy of the attached 
document to the following parties by first class mail: 
Marco Deangelo 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 8364 7 
The Honorable Cheri Copsey 
Bench Copy 
hand delivery 
-.y-_ email 
./ facsimile 
c/ ·1 emru 
DATED this ~day of January 2015. 
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IN nm DIST1UCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY. 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO: CR~2014-0002438 
STIPULATION TO SUBMIT EVIDENCE 
FOR COURTS CONSIDERATION 
AT SUPPRESSION MOTION 
COME NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting 
Attorney* in and for the County of Elmore, and the Defendant, James Lewis Kelley. by and 
through Marco DeAngelo, Counsel of Record and hereby stipulate to submit video evidence for 
the Court's consideration with reference to the suppre3sion hearing to be held on February 6. 
2015. The parties initially did not submit the disk, but the Defendant has requested that the 
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CH-20/4-0002438 
State ol/dal,o vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Hearing type: Notion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 2/8/2015 
Time: 3:27 p.m. 
Judge: Cneri Copsey 
Courtroom.· Main 
Court reporter: Kim Madsen 
Minutes Clerk: Heafner Furst 
Defense Attorney: Marco OeAngelo, Elmore Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scl,inde/e, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
IN THE 0/STHICT COUHT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTH/CT OF THE STATE OF /DAHa 
IN ANO FOH THE COUNTY OF ELNOHE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name of defendant. who is also present 
personally. (On Bond) 
Court has reviewed the evidence and materials in the file. 
State moved ta Admit State's Exhibit I: no abjection from the defense. Court admitted State's Exhibit I. 
Ms. Schindele calls Kyle Moore 
Kyle Moore {sworn) 
Direct examination of Mr. Moore by Ms. Schindele. 
Witness identifies Defendant. 
Direct examination of Mr. Moore continued by Ms. Schindele. 
3:47 a.m. Na further questions. 
Crass examination of Mr. Moore by M1·. OeAngelo. 
3:48 p.m. Ms. Schindele raised an abjection ta the use of ward "targeting." court will allow. 
Crass examination of Mr. Moore continued by Mr. DeAngela. 
Ms. Schindele raised an abjection as being asked and answered. Court got the message that he was not going ta 
write ticket. , 
4:03 p.m. Crass examination of Mr. Moore continued by Mr. DeAngelo. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
rso 
page of his police provided ta witness for review. 
4:05 p.m. Crass examination of Mr. Moore continued by Mr. DeAngela. 
Mr. DeAngela moved far Defense Exhibit A ta be marked and admitted: no abjection from the State. Court admitted 
Defense Exhibit A. 
Crass examination of Mr. Moore continued by Mr. OeAngela. 
4:08 p.m. Na further questions. 
Re-direct examination of Mr. Moore by Ms. Schindele. 
Mr. OeAngela raised an abjection as ta being the day after. Court overruled. 
Re-direct examination of Mr. Moore continued by Ms. Schindele. 
4:11 p.m. Na further questions. 
Re-crass examination of Mr. Moore by Mr. DeAngela. 
4:12 p.m. Na further questions. 
Re-direct examination of Mr. Moore by Ms. Schindele. 
Witness steps dawn and is excused. 
4:12 p.m. State rests. 
Defense ,·ests. 
Mr. DeAngela provides closing argument. Consider State v. Gibson. Nervousness is a limited significance ta 
reasonable suspicion. This is a general hunch case that something was up. Officer did not articulate haw this 
traffic stop needed a K-S free air sniff. Na particular suspicion as ta criminal wrong doing of Defendant. Nat 
right ta extend traffic stop. Purpose of stop had concluded. Request ta suppress the evidence. 
4:17 p.m. Ms. Schindele responded. Was not a half hour from time of stop; 14 minutes. Extended traffic stop 
because vehicle was going from Oregan ta Nebraska. Nothing in sight in vehicle of long drive. Very nervous 
driver. Driver who is flustered. visibly trembling. can't identify who he borrowed car from. etc. Detective then 
knew switched ta doing a further investigation of criminal wrongdoing based an totality of evidence so far. KS 
conducted a free air sniff: dog deployed and alerts. Officer had reasonable suspicion. Deny motion ta suppress. 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
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4:22 p.m. Mr. DeAngelo disagrees with characterizations. Detective Moore knew much less. Case is similar to 
Guiterez. Can't act on a hunch. Must know what you are searching for. Coming from Oregon ta Nebraska is tao 
general. 
4:24 p.m. Court usually rules from the bench. Additional research must be done in this case. Take under 
advisement and issue a decision within m days. Main issue - whether you can have reasonable articulable 
suspicion of wrongdoing. 
4:28 p.m. End Minute Entry. 
A-apv~ 
Hea her Furst 
Deputy Clerk 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISB No. 6090 . 
15 
AH,!t STEELE 
OF THE, yp~T ~ 
DEPUT Yc:blJUJL,&f 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO: CR-2014-0002438 
ORDER TO SUBMIT EVIDENCE 
FOR COURT'S CONSIDERATION 
THE COURT Having read and considered the parties' Stipulation to submit video 
evidence filed herein, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the video evidence be marked and admitted to be 
considered by the Court in reference to the Defendant's suppression motion. 
~ 7J.,...lr 
DATED This ~ Jai3.as.ry 2015. 
BY: ~~ 
Cheri Copsey, Presiding Judge 
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ORIGINAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on today's date, I served a copy 
following parties by the following means: 
attached document to the 
Kristina M. Schindele 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Marco DeAngelo 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 · 
r\lh w.J?, 
DATED this _::i:_..lauuaey-2015. 
~ Hand Delivery 
First Class Mail 
---
Facsimile 
---
A Hand Delivery 
First Class Mail 
---
Facsimile 
--
BARBARA STEELE, Clerk of the District' Court 
,· ( 
\ 
BY:~d 
putyc1erk 
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I -1 \Sf Qt; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALDISIBR!A~~ .:in::£\;~; 
CLE"·K 01· nu:. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELM(ll~pUT ' u 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO .. CR-2014-0002438 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, ORDER DENYING MOTION TO. 
SUPPRESS 
Defendant. 
On January 16, 2015, the Defendant, James Kelley, moved the Court to suppress all evidence 
seized by the State in a stop and search of the vehicle he was driving on Interstate 84 on August 21, 
2015. The State opposed. 
The Court heard evidence and argument on February 6, 2015. Only Detective Kyle Moore 
testified. The Court admitted a copy of three videos documenting the stop1 and a page from 
Detective Moore's report. The Court took the matter under advisement. 
For the reasons stated below, the Court denies the Motion to Suppress. 
FACTS ESTABLISHED 
The Court finds Detective Kyle Moore's testimony credible and that the following facts were 
established. 
Detective Moore, Elmore County Sheriff's Office, is a trained K-9 officer whose K-9 dog, 
Jackson, was in his patrol car the eveniI_Ig in question. Detective Moore is certified through the 
Pacific Northwest K-9 Association. Detective Moore is trained in narcotics detection and 
transportation; his main duties include narcotics investigation. Detective Moore credibly testified as 
follows: 
1 The Court reviewed those videos and found them unusable. The parties agreed. 
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On August 21, 2014, at approximately 7:17 p.m., Detective Moore, observed a 2005 Toyota 
bearing Nebraska license plates on Interstate 84, near milepost 105 in Elmore County. This was an 
80 mile per hour speed zone. Det~ctive Moore estimated'the vehicle' s speed as 85 miles per hour and 
then confirmed the vehicle's speed with his patrol car radar as 83 miles per hour. He had calibrated 
the radar that day. 
Detective Moore began to follow the car and saw it cross the center dividing line twice near 
milepost 104.5. Detective Moore initiated a stop and approached the car at 7:18 p.m. He identified 
the driver by his Oregon driver' s license as James Lewis Kelley, the Defendant. There were no other 
occupants. Kelley's license did not match the registration; he was not the registered owner. 
When he contacted Kelley, Detective Moore observed him. visibly trembling, even though 
this was summer and warm .. Kelley avoided eye contact and appeared noticeably nervous. Detective 
Moore also observed Kelley's carotid artery on the left-hand side of the throat perceptibly pulsating. 
Detective Moore stated it was not a typical encounter. 
Detective Moore returned to his patrol car and requested Elmore County Dispatch to run the 
information to check the driver's status and confirm warrants. He also called for back-up because he 
was concerned by Kelley's behavior. Detective Moore testified that, through his training and 
experience, it's common for people to traffic large amounts of drugs from a source state on the west 
coast to the mid-west or to a consumer state for narcotics. He testified that 1-84 between Oregon (a 
source state) and, ultimately, Nebraska is a known drug corridor. 
While waiting for dispatch to return with the information, Detective Moore returned to the 
car at approximately 7:22 p.m. or 4 minutes later. He wanted to further question Kelley and "come 
up with more of a story line on the driver's trip". In particular, he was concerned that during the first 
encounter Kelley unable to give him the name of the owner of the vehicle. 
When he returned to the car, Detective Moore asked Kelley about the car and its ownership. 
Kelley told him the car belonged to a friend and that be was driving it to Nebraska to deliver it to 
him. Kelley explained to Detective Moore that his friend had been visiting him in Oregon when his 
friend's mother died. According to Kelley, the friend flew back to Nebraska, and Kelley w:is drivil:g 
the car to the friend's house in Nebraska and then flying back to Oregon. Detective Moore asked 
Kelley for the friend's name and phone number so he could confmn Kelley had permission to drive 
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Kelley told Detective Moore he intended to stay three days in Nebraska to do some fishing. 
Detective Moore saw no visible signs of a long trip - no luggage, for example. Detective Moore 
returned to his patrol car to wait for back-up. Dispatch told Detective Moore Kelley was clear and 
valid - no warrants. 
At approximately 7:28 p.m. (about 10 minutes into the stop), Detective Moore returned to the 
car a third time. Detective Moore testified that at that time he was not going to ticket Kelley and that 
the purpose of his investigation had changed. When he returned to the car, Detective Moore asked 
Kelley if there was anything illegal inside of the vehicle. Kelley said "no, am I free to leave". 
Detective Moore asked whether there were any drugs or drug paraphernalia in the car, and Kelley 
again said "no, am I free to leave". Detective Moore then asked whether he could search the car to 
make sure there were no drugs in the vehicle, and Kelley again said "no, am I free to leave". 
Kelley demonstrated even more nervous behavior and started trembling more after being 
asked about possible illegal items in the car. Detective Moore then advised Kelley he was detaining 
Kelley to further his investigation by deploying his state certified K-9, Jackson, to an exterior sniff: 
Based on Kelley's extreme nervousness, Detective Moore asked him to get out of the car. Back-up 
Deputy Kinnan conducted a frisk for officer safety. 
Detective Moore deployed his state certified K-9 Jackson at approximately 7:29 p.m. (12 
minutes into the stop). K-9 Jackson exhibited a behavior change and then gave a specific alert to 
communicate the presence of controlled substances at approximately 7:32 p.m. (15 minutes into the 
stop) at the passenger side door. Detective Moore secured K-9 Jackson and met with Kelley again. 
Detective Moore disclosed his findings with K-9 Jackson and explained he intended to search the 
car. When Detective Moore asked if the car contained anything illegal, Kelley said he would just find 
it. Detective Moore then asked a series of questions about whether he would find marijuana and how 
much. Kelley eventually admitted Detective Moore would find more than 1 or 2 pounds. 
Detective Moore then searched the vehicle. In the trunk, he located two black plastic garbage 
bags. The garbage bags contained large vacuum sealed bags. Each large vacuum sealed bag 
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contained smaller vacuum sealed bags. In each smaller bag, there was a green plant material. 
Detective Moore located approximately $600 in United States currency as well as a tablet and a cell 
phone during the search as well. Deputy Kinnan located approximately $358 on Kelley's person as 
well. Detective Moore also found a receipt for Kelley in Burley, Idaho on July 13-14, 2014. The 
green plant material was submitted,to the lab and tested positive for marijuana. The net weight of the 
green plant material as determined by the. lab was more than 2,480 grams (5 pounds, 7 ounces). The 
lab did not test or weigh two of the small packages. 
Kelley moved to suppress all of the evidence seized. He did not contest the original stop. 
ANALYSIS 
A defendant requesting a court to suppress evidence obtained from a search must come 
forward with evidence sufficient to show there was a Fourth Amendment search, he has standing to 
challenge the search, and the search was illegal. See State v. Holland, 135 Idaho 159, 15 P.3d 1167, 
1170 (2000) (citing State v. Bottelson, 102 Idaho 90, 92, 625 P.2d 1093, 1095 (1981)). When a 
defendant challenges the legality of a search based upon the absence of a search warrant, the burden 
then shifts to the State to prove the legality of the search. Id. (finding that "once the search is shown 
· to have been made without a warrant, the search is deemed to be 'per se unreasonable,"' and that "the 
burden shifts to the state to show that the search was pursuant to one of the exceptions to the warrant 
requirement"); State v. Cook, 106 Idaho 209, 214, 677 P.2d 522, 527 (Ct .App. 1984). The Court 
finds Kelley has come forward with sufficient evidence to shift the burden. He does not challenge the 
stop itself. Rather, Kelley challenges the search and seizure of the bags of marijuana found in the 
trunk during a warrantless non-consensual search. 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and its counterpart, Article I, 
Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution, guarantee the right of every citizen to be free from 
unreasonable searches and seizures. As the Court of Appeals recently observed, "[t]he determination 
of whether an investigative detention is reasonable requires a dual inquiry-whether the officer's 
action was justified at its inception and whether it was reasonably related in scope to the 
circumstances which justified the interference in the first place". State v. Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho 
609, 614, 329 P.3d 391, 396 (Ct. App. 2014), review denied (July 31, 2014); State v. Roe, 140 Idaho 
176, 181, 90 P.3d 926, 931 (Ct. App. 2004); State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 361, 17 P.3d 301, 
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(Ct. App. 2000). An investigative detention is permissible if it is based upon specific articulable 
facts which justify reasonable suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or is about to be 
engaged in criminal activity. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 26, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1882-83 (1968); State v. 
Sheldon, 139 Idaho 980, 983, 88 P.3d 1220, 1223 (Ct. App. 2003). 
Similar to the Court of Appeal's observation in Perez-Jungo, clearly the Detective Moore's 
initial purposes for approaching and detaining him were quickly dispelled. To prolong a traffic stop 
"beyond the scope of a routine traffic stop," an officer "must possess a justification for doing so 
other than the initial traffic violation that prompted the stop in the first place." United States v. 
Branch, 537 F.3d 328, 336 (4th Cir.2008). This requires "either the driver's consent or a 'reasonable 
suspicion' that illegal activity is afoot." Id. Detective Moore did not have consent. Therefore, the 
issue is whether he had a "reasonable suspicion" that Kelley was engaged in illegal activity. 
While Kelley seems to argue otherwise, the purpose of a stop is not fixed at the time the stop 
is initiated. Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 362, 17 P.3d at 306. Any routine investigative detention might 
tum up suspicious circumstances which could justify an officer asking questions unrelated to the 
initial purpose for the stop. State v. Myers, 118 Idaho 608, 613, 798 P.2d 453, 458 (Ct. App. 1990). 
Such unrelated inquiries, if brief, do not necessarily exceed the scope of the initial detention and 
violate a detainee's Fourth Amendment rights. Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho 609, 614-15, 329 P.3d 391, 
396-97 (citing Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 361-62, 17 P.3d at 305-306). 
Moreover, "an officer's observations and general inquiries, and the events succeeding the 
stop, may-and often do-give rise to legitimate reasons for particularized lines of inquiry and 
further investigation by an officer". Id. at 614, 329 P.3d at 396 (citing Myers, 118 Idaho at 613, 798 
P.2d at 458). Indeed, "a detention initiated for one investigative purpose may disclose suspicious 
circumstances that justify expanding the investigation to other possible crimes." Id. (citing State v. 
Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913, 916, 42 P.3d 706, 709 (Ct.App.2001)). Thus, the length and scope of the 
initial investigatory detention may be lawfully expanded if there exist objective and specific 
articulable facts that justify reasonable suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or is about to 
engage in criminal activity. Id. at 614-15, 329 P.3d at 396-97 (citing State v. Gomez, 144 Idaho 865, 
869, 172 P.3d 1140, 1144 (Ct.App.2007)). 
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Accordingly, the Court's inquiry is directed at determining whether Detective Moore had 
reasonable suspicion, upon resolution of the initial justifications for the stop, to continue the 
detention to investigate other possible crimes. The reasonableness of the suspicion must be evaluated 
upon the totality of the circumstances known at the time of the stop. United States v. Cortez, 449 
U.S. 411, 417-18 (1981); State v. Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,811,203 P.3d 1203, 1210 (2009); State v. 
Ferreira, 133 Idaho 474, 483, 988 P.2d 700, 709 (Ct. App. 1999). The reasonable suspicion 
standard requires less than probable cause but more than mere speculation or instinct on the part of 
the officer. Terry, 392 U.S. at 27; Bishop, 146 Idaho 804, 811, 203 P.3d 1203, 1210; State v. Grigg, 
149 Idaho 361, 363, 233 P.3d 1283, 1285 (Ct. App. 2010). An officer may draw reasonable 
inferences from the facts in his or her possession to support reasonabie suspicion, and those 
inferences may be drawn from the officer's experience and law enforcement training. State v. 
Montague, 114 Idaho 319,321, 756 P.2d 1083, 1085 (Ct. App. 1988). 
In addition, while Kelley suggests otherwise, the officer need not have a belief of a specific 
crime. As the Court of Appeals recently opined in Perez-Jungo, 
. . . reasonable suspicion does not require a belief that any specific criminal activity is 
afoot to justify an investigative detention; instead, all that is required is a showing of 
objective and specific articulable facts giving reason to believe that the individual has 
been or is about to be involved in some criminal activity. Cf State v. Newman, 149 
Idaho 596, 600--01, 237 P.3d 1222, 1226-27 (Ct. App. 2010) (noting this standard for 
probable cause); see also United States v. Guardado, 699 F.3d 1220, 1225 (10th 
Cir.2012) (stating that direct evidence of a specific, particular crime is unnecessary 
for an investigatory stop); United States v. Pack, 612 F.3d 341, 357 (5th Cir.2010) 
(noting that officers need not observe the equivalent of direct evidence of a particular 
specific crime in order to detain a lawfully stopped individual to investigate further so 
long as there is reasonable suspicion of some criminal activity). This analysis is based 
on the totality of the circumstances, meaning that we look at the whole picture, 
including those facts that may support suspicion of one crime but not another. Even if 
there is not sufficient reasonable suspicion of any specific crime, there may still be 
reasonable suspicion that some criminal activity is afoot, which is all that is required 
to extend an investigative detention. See, e.g., United States v. Arvizu, 534 U.S. 266, 
272, 122 S.Ct. 744, 749-50, 151 L.Ed.2d 740, 748-49 (2002) (noting that the Fourth 
Amendment is satisfied if the officer's action is supported by reasonable suspicion 
that criminal activity may be afoot); Brown v. Texas, 443 U.S. 47, 52, 99 S.Ct. 2637, 
2641, 61 L.Ed.2d 357, 362-63 (1979) (noting that an officer must have reasonable 
suspicion, based on objective facts, that the individual is involved in criminal 
activity). 
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Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho at 615-16, 329 P.3d at 397-98 (emphasis added). However, in this case, 
reasonable suspicion must have existed prior to the use of the K-9 Jackson. State v. Naccarato, 126 
Idaho 10, 12,878 P.2d 184, 186 (Ct. App.1994). 
When Detective Moore approached the vehicle the second time, he had concluded his 
investigation of the traffic violation. However, based on the totality of these circumstances, Detective 
Moore had a reasonable suspicion to continue to detain Kelley for further investigation. The matters 
giving rise to a reasonable articulable suspicion were Kelley's extreme nervousness, his lack of eye 
contact, h:s continued trembling even though it was a warm summer evening, the pulsing carotid 
artery, the fact he did not have the friend's phone number where he was driving a long distance to 
meet, his suspicious story that he was simply going to drive to Nebraska and wait for a phone call, 
and the fact this was a known corridor2 for drugs to travel from west coast states to Nebraska 
specifically.3 While taken separately these individual facts may be insufficient to support extension,4 
2 See United States v. Mason, 628 F.3d 123, 129 ( 4th Cir. 2010) (the totality of the circumstances included the fact that 
the two men were coming from the direction of Atlanta, a city that, according to the officer, was ranked third in the nation 
in terms of drug distribution, on a known drug route, could indicate that the men might have been on a ''turnaround" trip 
as drug couriers). See United States v. Foreman, 369 F.3d 776, 785 (4th Cir.2004) (noting that the fact that the driver 
was coming from a known "source city" is a relevant factor supporting reasonable suspicion, particularly when other 
factors indicate that the stay in the source city had been brief)). 
3 Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho at 615-16, 329 P.3d at 397-98 (noting that location alone may be insufficient alone to create 
reasonable suspicion, an officer is not required to ignore the suspicious nature of relevant surrounding circumstances, 
such 'lS loci.:tion or time); See, e.g., Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 119, 124, 120 S.Ct. 673,676, 145 L.Ed.2d 570, 576-77 
(2000) (noting that police may consider location, even when not in a high-crime area, when determining if reasonable 
suspicion exists); State v. McAfee, 116 Idaho 1007, 1010, 783 P.2d 874, 877 (Ct.App.1989) (agreeing that '\:.nusud 
activities at unusual hours" can contribute to establish reasonable suspicion, but noting that citizens do not become 
prospective detainees because they lawfully drive and park late at night). 
4 The Fourth Circuit recently opined as follows: 
Mason's argument focuses on the factors individually, claiming that each was subject to an innocent 
explanation and therefore could not have served to justify his continued detention. He explains, for 
instance, that he had only a single key because he had borrowed the car from his daughter and that he 
was sweating because it was a hot day. But just as one corner of a picture might not reveal the picture's 
subject or nature, each component that contributes to reasonable suspicion might not alone give rise to 
reasonable suspicion. Indeed, it is often noted that the existence of reasonable suspicion is a case-
specific inquiry, based on the totality of the circumstances. Thus, each factor contributing to a 
reasonable suspicion might be "consistent with innocent travel" but "when taken together, [might] give 
rise to reasonable suspicion." Foreman, 369 F.3d at 781 (emphasis omitted) (citing United States v. 
Solwlow, 490 U.S. 1, 9, 109 S.Ct. 15!11, 104 L.Ed.2d 1 (1989)); see also Branch, 537 F.3d at 336 
("[C]ontext matters: actions that may appear innocuous at a certain time or in a certain place may very 
well serve as a harbinger of criminal activity under different circumstances"). Such is precisely the case 
here, with all of the factors coming together at a single place and point in time to create a suspicion that 
each individual factor might not have created. 
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it is the totality of the facts Detective Moore knew when he expanded the investigation.5 See 
Brumfield, 136 Idaho at 917, 42 P.3d at 710 (noting that facts susceptible to innocent explanations 
separately may still warrant further investigation when taken together). 
The Court finds that the totality of the objective facts known by Detective Moore when he 
expanded the investigation justified the brief (12-15 minutes) extension to allow the drug dog that 
was already present to perform a sniff around the vehicle. At that moment, Detective Moore had 
reasonable articulable facts that Kelley was involved in criminal activity. 
Therefore, the Court denies the motion to suppress. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 17th day of February 2015. 
Cheri C. Copsey 
District Judge 
United States v. Mason, 628 F.3d 123, 129-30 (4th Cir. 2010). 
5 See United States v. Quintero-Felix, 714 F.3d 563, 568 (8th Cir. 2013) (conflicting and contradictory stories about 
travel itineraries may justify expansion); United States v. Bloomfield, 40 F.3d 910, 918--19 (8th Cir.1994) (explaining 
that "although it is customary for people to be 'somewhat nervous'" when stopped by police, extreme nervousness may 
contribute to an officer's reasonable suspicion); United States v. Brown, 345 F.3d 574, 578 (8th Cir.2003) (holding that 
conflicting stories may provide justification to expand the scope of the stop and detain the occupants). 
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BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court .· 
MARCO DeANGELO 
:RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHID. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home. ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
I.S. B. No. 1560 
Attomey for Defendant 
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I\ OF THE COURT 
DEPUTY~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION 
OR RECONSIDERATION 
COMES NOW the Defendant herein, by and through his attorney of record, Marco DeAngelo 
ofR.atliff'Law Offices, Chtd., and moves this Court to clarify or reconsider footnote one (1) on Page 
one (1), in it's Order Denying Motion to Suppress. Mr. Kelley never agreed that the video evidence 
that was stipulated into evidence for the hearing was unusable, an.d that such a finding b not supported 
by the record. 
The Parties filed a Stipulation to Submit Evidence for Court's Consideration At Suppression 
Motion on February 3, 2015. The Stipulation did not contain any agreement or comment on whether 
the video was considered unusable and that the parties agreed as such. The Stipulation was an 
agreement that the video would be considered and admitted in.to evidence and the record for purposes 
of the suppression hearing. 
'fhe Court signed an Order to Submit Evidence for Court1s Consideration on February 6, 
2015. This Order stated that the video evidence would be colll3idered by the Court in reference to the 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress, and did not limit the evidentiary value or indicate that the parties 
agreed the video was unusable. 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OR RECONSIDERATION .. 1 
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At the suppression bearing on February 6. 2015, at 3:00 p.m., the parties again stipulated and 
the Court admitted into evidence and the record. the videos as State's Exhibit 1. The Court did 
comment after admission of the evidence that the Court had reviewed it and that the videos were not 
terribly helpful and that it was not a very good recording. 
There is no stipulation filed, nor an agreement made on the record, that the parties a.greed that 
the videos were unusable. 
Counsel for Mr. Kelley does acknowledge, and did discuss in chambers prior to the hearing 
with Court and opposing counsel, that portions of the audio on the video are un-intelllgible because 
of the wind an.d t.lte m.icrophor.&e. Counsel did not however agree that the videos were unusable. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant requests the court issue a corrected Order that does not include 
in the footnote that the parties agreed that the three videos were unusable. 
DATED this ir: day of February, 2015. 
RATLIFF LAW O ES, CHTD. 
By..L.1-.u.ar.:x.-~Tli,-:;;.-------
MarooDe o 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CER'f.fr'Y that I have on this-2Jt_ day of February, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing document to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
By: __ Hand DeJjvery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail 
--
_ __,,. U.S. Mail Z Facsimile Transmission 
ANDEE RODRIQUES 
Legal Assistant 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Tele: (208) 587w0900 
Fax: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
JAMES KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR2014-2438 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARCO 
DeANGELOINSUPPORT 
FOR CLARIFICATION OR 
RECONSIDERATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ELMORE ) 
Marco DeAngelo, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as follows: 
1. That I am court appointed counsel for the Defendant in this matter; 
2. That I filed a Motion to Suppress and Memorandum in Support of Motion 
to Suppress on Jan.nary 16, 2015; 
3. That on February 3, 2015, upon Stipulation with opposing counselt 
submitted three (3) videos into evidence for the court,s consideration at 
the hearing for the Defendant•s Motion to Suppress; 
4. That on the 6th day of February, 201S. a hearing was held for Defendant's 
Motion to Suppress;, and, 
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I W•Y• 111.r I Wft (f AX)208+555+ 1212 
S, Th.at at no time did I agree or stipulate that the videos were unusable. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
"" DATED this 1.~ day of February, 2015. 
Attorney for Defendant 
n1dh. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR.~ TO BEFORE ME this _·t,IJ_ day of February, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on the herein below signed date served a copy of 
the within and foregoing document to: 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE · Z:- 1iand Delivery 
Elmore County Prosecutor O Federal Express 
190 South 41.h East D Certified Mail 
Mountain Home ID 8364 7 ~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
p Facsimile (208) 587-2147 
tJ I :r"'-
DATED this _W_ day of Febrwuy, 20 ~ 
~Rodrigues 
Legal Assistant 
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Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 3/8/2015 
Time: l-25 p.m. 
Judge: Cheri Copsey 
Courtroom: Main 
Court reporter: Kim Madsen 
l,l;nutes Clerk: Hesther Furst 
CR-20/4-0002438 
State of/dsho vs. James Lewis Kelley 
Defense Attorney: Marco DeAngelo, Elmore Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IOAHa 
IN AND FOil THE COUNTY Of ELMORE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name af defendant. who is also present 
personally. (OR) (On Band) 
Mr. OeAngela will leave far pre-trial conference an March 20. 2al5. Willing ta waive conditional plea af guilty ta 
all. Client ta appeal ruling an Motion for Reconsideration. 
1:27 p.m. End Minute Entry. 
Att~ HeaterFurst 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALin~i~J~\.J~?~~~. )} 
OEPUT'~~ 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR-2014-0002438 
vs. 
Corrected 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, ORDER DENYING MOTION TO. 
SUPPRESS 
Defendant. 
On January 16, 2015, the Defendant, James Kelley, moved the Court to suppress all evidence 
seized by the State in a stop and search of the vehicle he was driving on Interstate 84 on August 21, 
2015. The State opposed. 
The Court heard evidence and argument on February 6, 2015. Only Detective Kyle Moore 
testified. The Court admitted a copy of three videos documenting the stop1 and a page from 
Detective Moore's report. The Court took the matter under advisement. 
For the reasons stated below, the Court denies the Motion to Suppress. 
FACTS ESTABLISHED 
The Court finds Detective Kyle Moore's testimony credible and that the following facts were 
established. 
Detective Moore, Elmore County Sheriff's Office, is a trained K-9 officer whose K-9 dog, 
Jackson, was in his patrol car the evening in question. Detective Moore is certified through the 
Pacific Northwest K-9 Association. Detective Moore is trained in narcotics detection and 
transportation; his main duties include narcotics investigation. Detective Moore credibly testified as 
follows: 
1 The Court reviewed and considered those videos but found they were mostly unintelligible and unhelpful to deciding 
the case. The wind drowned out much of the conversation. 
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On August 21, 2014, at approximately 7:17 p.m., Detective Moore, observed a 2005 Toyota 
bearing Nebraska license plates on Interstate 84, near milepost 105 in Elmore County. This was an 
80 mile per hour speed zone. Detective Moore estimated the vehicle's speed as 85 miles per hour and 
then confirmed the vehicle's speed with his patrol car radar as 83 miles per hour. He had calibrated 
the radar that day. 
Detective Moore began to follow the car and saw it cross the center dividing line twice near 
milepost 104.5. Detective Moore initiated a stop and approached the car at 7:18 p.m. He identified 
the driver by his Oregon driver's license as James Lewis Kelley, the Defendant. There were no other 
occupants. Kelley's license did not match the registration; he was not the registered owner. 
When he contacted Kelley, Detective Moore observed him visibly trembling, even though 
this was summer and warm. Kelley avoided eye contact and appeared noticeably nervous. Detective 
Moore also observed Kelley's carotid artery on the left-hand side of the throat perceptibly pulsating. 
Detective Moore stated it was not a typical encounter. 
Detective Moore returned to his patrol car and requested Elmore County Dispatch to run the 
information to check the driver's status and confirm warrants. He also called for back-up because he 
was concerned by Kelley's behavior. Detective Moore testified that, through his training and 
experience, it's common for people to traffic large amounts of drugs from a source state on the west 
coast to the mid-west or to a consumer state for narcotics. He testified that I-84 between Oregon (a 
source state) and, ultimately, Nebraska is a known drug corridor. 
While waiting for dispatch to return with the information, Detective Moore returned to the 
car at approximately 7:22 p.m. or 4 minutes later. He wanted to further question Kelley and "come 
up with more of a story line on the driver's trip". In particular, he was concerned that during the first 
encounter Kelley unable to give him the name of the owner of the vehicle. 
When he returned to the car, Detective Moore asked Kelley about the car and its ownership. 
Kelley told him the car belonged to a friend and that he was driving it to Nebraska to deliver it to 
him. Kelley explained to Detective Moore that his friend had been visiting him in Oregon when his 
friend's mother died. According to Kelley, the friend flew back to Nebraska, and Kelley was driving 
28 
29 the car to the friend's house in Nebraska and then flying back to Oregon. Detective Moore asked 
Kelley for the friend's name and phone number so he could confirm Kelley had permission to drive 30 · 
31 
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the car. However, Kelley told him he did not have the friend's phone number. When Detective 
Moore asked him how he was going to find this friend in Nebraska, he explained that he was going 
to go to the area and "wait for a phone call". 
Kelley told Detective Moore he intended to stay three days in Nebraska to do some fishing. 
Detective Moore saw no visible signs of a long trip - no luggage, for example. Detective Moore 
returned to his patrol car to wait for back-up. Dispatch told Detective Moore Kelley was clear and 
valid - no warrants, 
At approximately 7:28 p.m. (about 10 minutes into the stop), Detective Moore returned to the 
car a third time. Detective Moore testified that at that time he was not going to ticket Kelley and that 
the purpose of his investigation had changed. When he returned to the car, Detective Moore asked 
Kelley if there was anything illegal inside of the vehicle. Kelley said "no, am I free to leave". 
Detective Moore asked whether there were any drugs or drug paraphernalia in the car, and Kelley 
again said "no, am I free to leave". Detective Moore then asked whether he could search the car to 
make sure there were no drugs in the vehicle, and Kelley again said "no, am I free to leave". 
Kelley demonstrated even more nervous behavior and started trembling more after being 
asked about possible illegal items in the car. Detective Moore then advised Kelley he was detaining 
Kelley to further his investigation by deploying his state certified K-9, Jackson, to an exterior sniff: 
Based on Kelley's extreme nervousness, Detective Moore asked him to get out of the car. Back-up 
. 
Deputy Kinnan conducted a frisk for officer safety. 
Detective Moore deployed his state certified K-9 Jackson at approximately 7:29 p.m. (12 
minutes into the stop). K-9 Jackson exhibited a behavior change and then gave a specific alert to 
communicate the presence of controlled substances at approximately 7:32 p.m. (15 minutes into the 
stop) at the passenger side door. Detective Moore secured K-9 Jackson and met with Kelley again. 
Detective Moore disclosed his findings with K-9 Jackson and explained he intended to search the 
car. When Detective Moore asked if the car contained anything illegal, Kelley said he would just find 
it. Detective Moore then asked a series of questions about whether he would find marijuana and how 
much. Kelley eventually admitted Detective Moore would find more than 1 or 2 pounds. 
Detective Moore then searched the vehicle. In the trunk, he located two black plastic garbage 
bags. The garbage bags contained large vacuum sealed bags. Each large vacuum sealed bag 
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1 contained smaller vacuum sealed bags. In each smaller bag, there was a green plant material. 
2 . Detective Moore located approximately $600 in United States currency as well as a tablet and a cell 
3 phone during the search as well. Deputy Kinnan located approximately $358 on Kelley's :gerson as 
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well. Detective Moore also found a receipt for Kelley in Burley, Idaho on July 13-14, 2014. The 
green plant material was submitted to the lab and tested positive for marijuana. The net weight of the 
green plant material as determined by the lab was more than 2,480 grams (5 pounds, 7 ounces). The 
lab did not test or weigh two of the small packages. 
Kelley moved to suppress all of the evidence seized. He did .not contest the original stop. 
ANALYSIS 
A defendant requesting a court to suppress evidence obtained from a search must come 
forward with evidence sufficient to show there was a Fourth Amendment search, he has standing to 
challenge the search, and the search was illegal. See State v. Holland, 135 Idaho 159, 15 P.3d 1167, 
1170 (2000) (citing State v. Bottelson, 102 Idaho 90, 92, 625 P.2d 1093, 1095 (1981)). When a 
defendant challenges the legality of a search based upon the absence of a search warrant, the burden 
then shifts to the State to prove the legality of the search. Id. (finding that "once the search is shown 
to have been made without a warrant, the search is deemed to be 'per se unreasonable,"' and that ''the 
burden shifts to the state to show that the search was pursuant to one of the exceptions to the warrant 
requirement"); State v. Cook, 106 Idaho 209, 214, 677 P.2d 522, 527 (Ct .App. 1984). The Court 
finds Kelley has come forward with sufficient evidence to shift the burden. He does not challenge the 
stop itself. Rather, Kelley challenges the search and seizure of the bags of marijuana found in the 
trunk during a warrantless non-consensual search. 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and its counterpart, Article I, 
Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution, guarantee the right of every citizen to be free from 
unreasonable searches and seizures. As the Court of Appeals recently observed, "[t]he determination 
of whether an investigative detention is reasonable requires a dual inquiry-whether the officer's 
action was justified at its inception and whether it was reasonably related in scope to the 
circumstances which justified the interference in the first place". State v. Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho 
609, 614, 329 P.3d 391, 396 (Ct. App. 2014), review denied (July 31, 2014); State v. Roe, 140 Idaho 
176, 181, 90 P.3d 926, 931 (Ct. App. 2004); State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357,361, 17 P.3d 301, 
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305 (Ct. App. 2000). An investigative detention is permissible if it is based upon specific articulable 
which justify reasonable suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or is about to be 
engaged in criminal activity. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 26, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1882-83 (1968); State v. 
Sheldon, 139 Idaho 980, 983, 88 P .3d 1220, 1223 (Ct. App. 2003). 
Similar to the Court of Appeal's observation in Perez-Jungo, clearly the Detective Moore's 
initial purposes for approaching and detaining him were quickly dispelled. To prolong a traffic stop 
"beyond the scope of a routine traffic stop," an officer "must possess a justification for doing so 
other than the initial traffic violation that prompted the stop in the first place." United States v. 
Branch, 537 F.3d 328, 336 ( 4th Cir.2008). This requires "either the driver's consent or a 'reasonable 
suspicion' that illegal activity is afoot." Id. Detective Moore did not have consent. Therefore, the 
issue is whether he had a "reasonable suspicion" that Kelley was engaged in illegal activity. 
While Kelley seems to argue otherwise, the purpose of a stop is not fixed at the time the stop 
is initiated. Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 362, 17 P.3d at 306. Any routine investigative detention might 
turn up suspicious circumstances which could justify an officer asking questions unrelated to the 
initial purpose for the stop. State v. Myers, 118 Idaho 608, 613, 798 P.2d 453, 458 (Ct. App. 1990). 
Such unrelated inquiries, if brief, do not necessarily exceed the scope of the initial detention and 
violate a detainee's Fourth Amendment rights. Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho 609, 614-15, 329 P.3d 391, 
396-97 (citing Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 361-62, 17 P.3d at 305-306). 
Moreover, "an officer's observations and general inquiries, and the events succeeding the 
stop, may-and often do-give rise to legitimate reasons for particularized lines of inquiry and 
further investigation by an officer". Id. at 614, 329 P.3d at 396 (citing Myers, 118 Idaho at 613, 798 
P.2d at 458). Indeed, "a detention initiated for one investigative purpose may disclose suspicious 
circumstances that justify expanding the investigation to other possible crimes." Id. ( citing State v. 
Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913, 916, 42 P.3d 706, 709 (Ct.App.2001)). Thus, the length and scope of the 
initial investigatory detention may be lawfully expanded if there exist objective and specific 
articulable facts that justify reasonable suspicion that the detained person is, has been, or is about to 
engage in criminal activity. Id. at 614-15, 329 P.3d at 396-97 (citing State v. Gomez, 144 Idaho 865, 
869, 172 P.3d 1140, 1144 (Ct.App.2007)). 
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Accordingly, the Court's inquiry is directed at determining whether Detective Moore had 
reasonable suspicion, upon resolution of the initial justifications for the stop, to continue the 
detention to investigate other possible crimes. The reasonableness of the suspicion must be evaluated 
upon the totality of the circumstances known at the time of the stop. United States v. Cortez, 449 
U.S. 411, 417-18 (1981); State v. Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,811,203 P.3d 1203, 1210 (2009); State v. 
Ferreira, 133 Idaho 474, 483, 988 P.2d 700, 709 (Ct. App. 1999). The reasonable suspicion 
standard requires less than probable cause but more than mere speculation or instinct on the part of 
the officer. Terry, 392 U.S. at 27; Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,811,203 P.3d 1203, 1210; State v. Grigg, 
149 Idaho 361, 363, 233 P.3d 1283, 1285 (Ct. App. 2010). An officer may draw reasonable 
inferences from the facts in his or her possession to support reasonable suspicion, and those 
inferences may be drawn from the officer's experience and law enforcement training. State v. 
Montague, 114 Idaho 319,321, 756 P.2d 1083, 1085 (Ct. App. 1988). 
In addition, while Kelley suggests otherwise, the officer need not have a belief of a specific 
crime. As the Court of Appeals recently opined inPerez-Jungo, 
. . . reasonable suspicion does not require a belief that any specific criminal activity is 
afoot to justify an investigative detention; instead, all that is required is a showing of 
objective and specific articulable facts giving reason to believe that the individual has 
been or is about to be involved in some criminal activity. Cf. State v. Newman, 149 
Idaho 596, 600-01, 237 P.3d 1222, 1226-27 (Ct. App. 2010) (noting this standard for 
probable cause); see also United States v. Guardado, 699 F.3d 1220, 1225 (10th 
Cir.2012) (stating that direct evidence of a specific, particular crime is unnecessary 
for an investigatory stop); United States v. Pack, 612 F.3d 341, 357 (5th Cir.2010) 
(noting that officers need not observe the equivalent of direct evidence of a particular 
specific crime in order to detain a lawfully stopped individual to investigate further so 
long as there is reasonable suspicion of some criminal activity). This analysis is based 
on the totality of the circumstances, meaning that we look at the whole picture, 
including those facts that may support suspicion of one crime but not another. Even if 
there is not sufficient reasonable suspidon of any specific crime, there may still be 
reasonable suspicion that rn criminal activity is afoot, which is all that is required 
to extend an investigative detention. See, e.g., United States v. Arvizu, 534 U.S. 266, 
272, 122 S.Ct. 744, 749-50, 151 L.Ed.2d 740, 748-49 (2002) (noting that the Fourth 
Amendment is satisfied if the officer's action is supported by reasonable suspicion 
that criminal activity may be afoot); Brown v. Texas, 443 U.S. 47, 52, 99 S.Ct. 2637, 
2641, 61 L.Ed.2d 357, 362-63 (1979) (noting that an officer must have reasonable 
suspicion, based on objective facts, that the individual is involved in criminal 
activity). 
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Perez-Jungo, 156 Idaho at 615-16, 329 P.3d at 397-98 (emphasis added). However, in this case, 
reasonable suspicion must have existed prior to the use of the K-9 Jackson. State v. Naccarato, 126 
Idaho 10, 12,878 P.2d 184, 186 (Ct. App.1994). 
When Detective Moore approached the vehicle the second time, he had concluded his 
investigation of the traffic violation. However, based on the totality of these circumstances, Detective 
Moore had a reasonable suspicion to continue to detain Kelley for further investigation. The matters 
giving rise to a reasonable articulable suspicion were Kelley's extreme nervousness, his lack of eye 
contact, his continued trembling even though it was a warm summer evening, the pulsing carotid 
artery, the fact he did not have the friend's phone number where he was driving a long distance to 
meet, his suspicious story that he was simply going to drive to Nebraska and wait for a phone call, 
and the fact this was a known corridor2 for drugs to travel from west coast states to Nebraska 
specifically.3 While taken separately these individual facts may be insufficient to support extension,4 
2 See United States v. Mason, 628 F.3d 123, 129 ( 4th Cir. 2010) (the totality of the circumstances included the fact that 
the two men were coming from the direction of Atlanta, a city that, according to the officer, was ranked third in the nation 
in terms of drug distribution, on a koown drug route, could indicate that the men might have been on a "turnaround" trip 
as drug couriers). See United States v. Foreman, 369 F.3d 776, 785 (4th Cir.2004) (noting that the fact that the driver 
was coming from a koown "source city" is a relevant factor supporting reasonable suspicion, particularly when other 
factors indicate that the stay in the source city had been brief)). 
3 Perez.Jungo, 156 Idaho at 615-16, 329 P.3d at 397-98 (noting that location alone may be insufficient alone to create 
reasonable suspicion, an officer is not required to ignore the suspicious nature of relevant surrounding circumstances, 
such as location or time); See, e.g., Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 119, 124, 120 S.Ct. 673, 676, 145 L.Ed.2d 570, 57rr-77 
(2000) (noting that police may consider location, even when not in a high-crime area, when determining if reasonable 
suspicion exists); State v. McAfee, 116 Idaho 1007, 1010, 783 P.2d 874, 877 (Ct.App.1989) (agreeing that "unusual 
activities at unusual hours" can contribute to establish reasonable suspicion, but noting that citizens do not become 
prospective detainees because they lawfully drive and park late at night). 
4 The Fourth Circuit recently opined as follows: 
Mason's argument focuses on the factors individually, claiming that each was subject to an innocent 
explanation and therefore could not have served to justify his continued detention. He explains, for 
instance, that he had only a single key because he had borrowed the car from his daughter and that he 
was sweating because it was a hot day. But just as one comer of a picture might not reveal the picture's 
subject or nature, each component that contributes to reasonable suspicion might not alone give rise to 
reasonable suspicion. Indeed, it is often noted that the existence of reasonable suspicion is a case-
specific inquiry, based on the totality of the circumstances. Thus, each factor contributing to a 
reasonable suspicion might be "consistent with innocent travel" but ''when taken together, [might] give 
rise to reasonable suspicion." Foreman, 369 F.3d at 781 (emphasis omitted) (citing United States v. 
Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1, 9, 109 S.Ct. 1581, 104 L.Ed.2d 1 (1989)); see also Branch, 537 F.3d at 336 
("[C]ontext matters: actions that may appear innocuous at a certain time or in a certain place may very 
well serve as a harbinger of criminal activity under different circumstances"). Such is precisely the case 
here, with all of the factors coming together at a single place and point in time to create a suspicion that 
each individual factor might not have created. 
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it is the totality of the facts Detective Moore knew when he expanded the investigation. 5 See 
Brumfield, 136 Idaho at 917, 42 P.3d at 710 (noting that facts susceptible to innocent explanations 
separately may still warrant further investigation when taken together). 
The Court finds that the totality of the objective facts known by Dete.ctive Moore when he 
expanded the investigation justified the brief (12-15 minutes) extension to allow the drug dog that 
was already present to perform a sniff around the vehicle. At that moment, Detective Moore had 
reasonable articulable facts that Kelley was involved in criminal activity. 
Therefore, the Court denies the motion to suppress. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 6th day of March, effective nunc pro tune 17th day of February 2015. 
Cheri C. Copsey 
District Judge 
United States v. Mason, 628 F.3d 123, 129-30 (4th Cir. 2010). 
5 See United States v. Quintero-Felix, 714 F.3d 563, 568 (8th Cir. 2013) (conflicting and contradictory stories about 
travel itineraries may justify expansion); United States v. Bloomfield, 40 F.3d 910, 918-19 (8th Cir.1994) (explaining 
that "although it is customary for people to be 'somewhat nervous'" when stopped by police, extreme nervousness may 
contribute to an officer's reasonable suspicion); United States v. Brown, 345 F.3d 574, 578 (8th Cir.2003) (holding that 
conflicting stories may provide justification to expand the scope of the stop and detain the occupants). 
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BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District COJ;rrt 
' \, 
CH-20/4-0002438 
State of/dal,o vs. James Lewis KeUey 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 3/20/2015 
Time:,l:19 p.m. 
Judge: Cneri Copsey 
Courtroom.· /,lain 
Court reporter: Kim Nadsen 
/,fjnutes Clerk.· Heafner Furst 
Defense Attorney: Nerco OeAngelo, Elmore Pul,Hc Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scnindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
IN THE OISTHICT COUHT OF THE FOUHTH JUDICIAL DISTHICT OF THE STATE OF /DANO, 
IN ANO FOIi THE COUNTY OF ELNOHE 
District Court Criminal Ninufll Entry - Pretrial Conference 
Court calls case at time not}ld _ab_o~~. Confirms the true and correct name of the defendant. who is also present 
personally (Incarcerated, ~ , 
Pretrial conference - Matter scheduled for trial to commence: April 8. 20!5 
Amended Information provided to the Court. 
Court provided a Provision Rule II Conditional Plea Agreement and Order: will not be binding to Court. Only 
preserving defense the right to appeal order on Motion to Suppress. 
Agreement: 
• 3 years fixed: 7 years indeterminate for a total of IO: 
• Defense is free to argue for less: 
• Stay out on bond pending sentencing. 
• Correct listing of criminal history: 
• Make PSI appointments: 
Court arraigned on Amended Information. 
Trafficking in Marijuana - I year in prison mandatory: 15 years maximum prison: $5000.00 fine and up to 
$50.oaa.aa fine. 
The Clerk administers an oath to the defendant for further inquiry by the Court: The Court advises the defendant 
af the nature af the charges against him/her: the minimum and maximum penalties and other possible 
consequences therefore: that the defendant is not required ta make any statement: presumption af innocence and 
that by entering a plea af guilty ta the above identified charges. certain rights would be waived. 
The Court reviews the terms af the plea agreement with the defendant. 
The Court inquires af whether any promises have been made ta the defendant and advises the defendant that the 
Court is not bound to any promise or recommendation made by either counsel as to the punishment. Further as 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
0 7 8 
ta the defendant's satisfaction with counsel and specifically ta counsel the nature and extent of discovery 
conducted in this matter. The Court further advises the defendant of his/her rights under Estrao'aduring any 
past plea evaluations. 
The Defendant pleads guilty to the charges/pursuant to the plea agreement: 
Trafficking in Marijuana _______________________ _ 
The Court. upon further inquiry. accepts the guilty plea as knowingly. voluntary and upon advice of counsel. 
A Pre-sentence investigation is ordered in this matter. §19-2524 Substance abuse evaluation or Alcohol 
or (other) evaluation is also ordered by the Court at this time. Sentencing scheduled in this case on: May 
22, 2Dl5 at 8:30 a.m. · 
1:33 p.m. End Minute Entry. 
Attes~'g1~ 
ather Furst 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
SSN: 
DOB:
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-0002438 
AMENDED 
INFORMATION 
Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of 
Idaho, who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, 
in and for the County of Elmore, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that the 
Defendant is accused by this Amended Information of the crime of: TRAFFICKING IN 
MARIWANA, a felony, which crime was committed as follows: 
AMENDED INFORMATION - Page 1 OR\G\NAL 
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()' 
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA 
Felony, J.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(A) 
That the Defendant, JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, on or about the 21st day of August 2014, 
in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, was knowingly in actual and/or constructive possession 
of at least one pounds of marijuana, a Schedule I non-narcotic controlled substance, all in 
violation ofl.C § 37-2732B(a)(l)(A). 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
DATED This /ii day of March 2015. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY AND FORM (JUDGE CHERI COPSEY) 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE DER :NDANT 
-. 
Defendant's Name:-· j_c_, -'X>"l ........... ~h:::J: _ __,_fG._e-+l/ ..... e,,_y.,_ Signature -Hl,IJ~-1---1-------
Date: ?; l io { t '5 . Case Nu C> l4 - --Z..t.J\ '38 ~ 
Age: 5 3 Date of Birth: 
Minimum & Maximu : ,K('{)r-
\ y rtr\~ i~~ ~ ~'rl\WfY'\ 
™ \S~ ~ su,0011~ 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
I 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the 
··· · ·crime( s) you are accused of committing. If you choose to have a trial, the State cannot 
require you to testify. If you do decide to testify, however, the State will be pennitted 
to ask you questions on cross examination and anything you say can be. used as 
evidence against you in court . 
. I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and 
during trial. ;JJ<. . . · . 
2. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the 
crime(s) in this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse 
to answer any quesLion or to provide any intormation that might tend to show you 
committed some other crime(s). You can also refuse to answer or provide any 
infonnation that might tend to increase the punishment for the crime(s) to which you 
are pleading guilty. 
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to 
remain silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with res2ect to answering 
questions or providing information that may increase my sentence. Jk.. . 
3. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. 
1 understand that ifI want an attorney and cannot pay for one, I can ask the judge for 
an attorney who will be paid by the county. J: ·k__ 
4. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty 
in front of the judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. 
:SK .. 
"' 
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5. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court hearing to 
detennine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. 
In a jury. trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in 
your own defense. The state must convince each and every one of the jurors of your 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I ~nde~d that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury 
tnal. ~· . . 
6. You have the right to confront the witnesses .called against you. This occurs during a 
jury trial.where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath 
in front of you, the jury, and your attomey. Your attorney could then cross-examine 
( question) each witness. You could also. call your own witnesses of your choosing to 
testify concerning your guilt or innocenc.e. If you do not have the funds to bring, those 
witnesses to cou1t, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty, I am waiving my right to confront the witnesses 
against me, to present witnesses on my own behalf and to present evidence in my . 
defense. .3 K . .. · 
7. The State has the burden of proving you guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty, I am waiving my right to require the State to 
prove my guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. ::):: t 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your 
attorney before answering~) 
PLEASE CHECK ONE 
1. Do you read.and write the English language? YESp( NOo 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to help you fill 
out this form? YESo NOo 
2. Whatisyourtrueandlegalname?0avne.S 1~~3 {e.{ l<ry . 
3. What was the highest grade you co'11pleted? / y ~SC..~,, . 
If you did not corp.plete high school, have you received either a GED or HSE? 
YESo NOo 
4. Are you currently under the care of a mental health professional? YE&)!L NOo 
If you answered "yes," what is the mental health professional's name? __ _ Dr I Ge :,c.tile l fr d '<'e. Q '<'- °'-
5. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health disorder? YES}"!\ NOo 
If y~ answered "yes," what was the diagnosis and when was it made? 
Ve. e'<'"fSS, DY\ . · 
6. Are you currently prescribed any medication? YEs,i NOCJ 
I~ o: answered ''yes," what medic_alions are your laking at this time? 
,~:&s;;:i;~~;t\~~~~ ,;~g,xJ1:!1 
'-t m9 c.~"'d u. rix J 5 oo yn~ nCA.pt e~e,'Y\ 1 Io 'ft\' fJ-m bf eri 
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If you answered "yest have you taken your prescription medication during the past 
24 hours? YE&;: NOo 
7. In the last 24 hours) have you taken any medications or drugs, INCLUDING over tlze 
counter drugs, or drunk any alcoholic beverages? . 
YESf NO~ 
If "yes," what have you taken?----------------,-----
Do you believe this affects your ability to understand these questions, and make a 
reasoned and informed decisions in this case? YESo · NO~ 
8. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to make a reasoned and informed 
decision in this case? YESo No,t 
If "yes," what is the reason? _________ _.;._ _________ _ 
9. Is your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? YES)( N~ 
If you answered "yes," what are the terms of that plea agreement? (If available, a 
written plea agreement should be attached hereto as "Addendum 'A"') 
10. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial the ONE paragraph below 
which describes the type of plea you are entering. DO NOT INITIAL BOTH 
PARAGRAPHS: 
a. I understand that the Court is NOT bound by the plea agreement or 
any sentencing recommendations, and may impose any sentence 
authorized by law, including the maximum sentence stated above. 
Because the court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court 
chooses not to follow thelgr~. ~en. t, r will JY.QI. have the right to 
withdraw my guilty plea. _, F · • • 
b. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This 
means that if the .district court does not impose the specific sentence as 
recommended by both parties, I will be allowed to withdraw my plea 
of guilty pursuant to Rule 11 ( d)( 4) of the Idaho Criminal Rules and 
proceed to a jury trial. ___ _ 
11. As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading guilty to more than one crime? 
YESo NOIC 
If you answered "yes," do you understand that your sentence for each crime could be 
ordered to be served.either concurrently (at the. same time) or consecutively (one after 
the other)? YESo NOo 
12. Do you feel you have had sufficient time to discuss your case with your attorney? 
YESt(' NOa 
13. Have you told your attorney everything you know about the crime? YE~ NOa 
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14. Is there anything you have requested your attorney to do that your attorney has !1f!1. 
done? . YESQ!( NOo 
If you answered "yes," please explain. Cc::t .... fCG.tt ±be (le IL/ 
' 15. Your attorney can get var~ous items from the prosecutor relating to your case. This 
may include police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, photographs, reports 
of scientific testing, etc, This is called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence 
provided to your: attorney during discovery? · YESr:(' NOo 
16. Are there any witnesses who could show you are innocent? YESo NO)( 
If you answered "yes," have you told your attorney who those witnesses are? 
YESo NOo 
17. Is this a conditional guilty plea in which you are reserving your right to appeal any 
pre-trial issues? YE&)1 NOo 
If you answered "yes," what issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
18. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will 
not be able to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including; 
I) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 
2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your arrest, and 
3) any issues about any statements you may have made to law e~cement? 
YE~ NOo 
19. Have you waived your right to appeal yourjudgment of conviction and sentence as 
part of your plea agreement? YESo NC'A(" 
20. Have any other promises been made to you which have influenced your decision to 
plead guilty? YESo · No)< 
If you answered "yes," what are those promises? / 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you waive or give up any defenses, both 
factual and legal, that you believe you may have in this case? YES)k" NOCJ 
22. Are there any motions or other requests for relief that you belie.ve should still be filed 
in this pase? · YESc NO;t 
If you answered "yes," what motions or requests? ___________ _ 
Copsey Guilty Plea Form 
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23. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are admitting the truth of each 
and every allegation contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? 
YE¢ NOo 
24. Aie you currently on probation or parole? YESo NO;(' 
If you answered "yes", do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case could be 
the basis of a violation of that probation or parole and additional punishment? 
YESo NOK 
Do you also understand that this sentence can be served consecutivelv. to any 
other.sentence you are currently serving? YESo NOo 
25. As a result of your plea in this case, have you been advised that you may be required 
pay restitution to any victim in this case pursuant to LC. § 19-5304? 
YESo NQ)(:' 
If"yes", to whom? _____________________ _ 
26. As a result of your plea in this case, have you been advised that you may be required 
to pay restitution to any other paity as a condition of your plea agreement? 
ff"yes", to whom? -:J:do, ho Sr/rJ,e lab YESp! NOo 
27.·As a result of your plea in this case, will you be required to pay the costs of 
prosecution and investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732(k)) YE8f NOo 
28. As a result of your plea in this case, do you understand you wm be required to submit 
a DNA sample to the state and pay for any testing of that sample? (I.C. § 19-5506) 
YE&(" NOo 
29. As .a result of your plea in this case, do you understand that the court can impose a 
fine for a crime of violence ofup to $5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? (J.C. 
§ 19-5307) YESo NO~ 
30. As a result of your plea in this case, is there a mandatory driver's lice~ 
suspension? YESo No< 
, If "yes", for how long must your license be suspended? __ . 
31. As a result of your plea in this case, is there a mandatory domestic violence, 
substance abuse, or psychosexual evaluation? (I.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) 
YES@( NO)(" 
32. Have you · discussed with your attorney the fact the Court will order a pre-sentence 
investigation, psychosexual evaluation, anger evaluation and/or domestic violence 
evaluation and that anything you say during any of those examinations may be used 
against you in sentencing? · YE¥° NOo 
33. Has your attorney explained the fact that you have a constitutional right to remain 
silent during any of those examinations · but that you may give up that right anq 
voluntarily participate in those examinations? YES}(' NOo 
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34. Do you understand that by pleading guilty to a felony, you run the risk that if you 
have new felony charges in the futur5l, you could be charged as a Persisten :Violator? 
(I.C. § 19-2514) YE NOo 
Do you understand that if you are convicted as a Persistent Violator, the court in that 
new· case could sentence you to an enhanced sentence which could include lifu 
imprisonment? . . YESJt" NOo 
35. As a result of your plea in this case, will you be required to register as a sex offe!ld_;.r? 
(I.C. § 18-8304) YESo N(Jl( 
If you answered "yes" to this question, do you understand that if you are found guilty 
or plead guilty to another charge that requires you to register as a sex offender in the 
future, you could be charged in the nev, crime under LC.§ 19-2520G requiring a 
mandatory sentence of fifteen (15) years to run consecutive to any other sentence 
imposed by the court? YESo NOo 
36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to vote 
in Idaho during the period of your sentence? (Io. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ,J 
YES~ NOo 
37. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to hold 
public office in Idaho during the period of your sentence? (ID. CONST, .1rt. 6, § 3) 
YES)!( NOo 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, you will lose your right to 
perform jury service in Idaho during the period of your sentence? (ID. f Oji8T, art. 6, 
§3) YE~ NOo 
39. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony you will los:.\ y~r right to 
purchase, possess, or carry firearms? (I.C. § 18-310) YE~ NOo 
40. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, can force you !o &ad guilty 
in this case? YE~ _NOo 
Are you pleading guilty freely and voluntarily? YE¥ NOo 
41. Are you pleading guilty because you committed the acts alleged in the information or 
indictment? YESo NOo 
42. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form, have you had 
any trouble understanding your interpreter? YESo NOo NA)( 
43. Has any person (including a law enforcement officer or police office or your 
attorney) threatened you or done anything to make you enter this plea against your 
will? YESo NOK"' 
If your answer is "yes," what threats have been made and by whom? 
44. Other than in the plea agreement, has any person promised you that you will 
receive any special sentence, reward, favorable treatment, or leniency with regard to the 
~~~~~~ ~o~~ 
If your answer is "yes," what promises have been made and by whom? 
Copsey Guilty Plea Form 
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45. Do you understand that the only person who can promise what sent~nfe you will 
actually receive is the Judge? YESjlft NOo 
Has the Judge made any promises to you? YESo NO)( 
46. Are you satisfied with your attorney? YESl(' NOo 
47. Have you answered all questions on this Questionnaire truthfully and of your own 
freewill? . YE&)(' NOo 
48. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions in this form which you 
could not work out by discussing the iss~e with your attorney? YESo NO)( 
49. IF YOU ARE NOT A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, do you understand 
that by pleading guilty, or making factual admissions, this will trigger deportation or 
removal proceedings, meaning that you face being removed from the United States· 
a.,d returned to your country of origin, and losing your ability to obtain legal status in 
the United States, or being denied an application for United States citizenship? 
YESo NOo NA)( 
Have you and your attorney discussed these issues? 
YESo NOo 
SO. Do you swear under penalty of perjury that your answers to these questions are · 
true and correct? YES'p{ NOo 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form· truthfully. I 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and answer 
with my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one 
has threatened me to do so. 
Dated ili:is JD day of '{1\Qi"P.t\ , 20 J5 
I hereby acknowledg that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and answers 
with my client. 
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AMENDED OFFER ;;:·· 
I , ' 
DEFENDANT: James Lewis Kelley DEFENDANTS ATTORNEY: Marco DeAn,elo 
Case Number(s): CR-2014-0002438 Filed Charges: TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA 
Summary of Case: on 8/21/14. Detective Moore stopped D for failing to maintain; he 
I 
also confirmed that D was speeding: D said he was driving his friend's vehicle to Nebraska aS'.'the, 
friend had to go to Nebraska to visit his dying mother, D planned to stay 3 days and then fly back ., 
to Oregon: D also said he did not have a phone number for his friend; D was nervous and visibly 
trembling; Detective Moore detained D and deployed his state certified K-9: K-9 Jackson alerted; 
Detective Moore asked D if he would find marijuana and D admitted he had pounds: Detective 
Moore located two large trash bags in the trunk containing multiple heat sealed bags of a green 
leafy substance; the ISP lab tested and weighed several bags; D possessed more than 5 pounds of 
marijuana: the car was registered to a Denis Wilson; Mr. Wilson said the car belonged to his son, 
Zach who lives in Washington; Detective Moore called Zach Wilson who said D was buying the 
car from his father and denied any knowledge or interest in the vehicle; D flied a motion to 
suppress: Ct denied motion 
Prior History 
2006 reckless driving 
UPON CONSIDERATION OF THE ABOVE, THE STATE MAKES THE FOLLOWING 
OFFER: 
•Defendant to Plead Guilty to 
•Evaluation{s) before sentencing: 
trafficking under subsection a. mandatory time is l year 
substance abuse evaluation 
SENTENCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
•Open recommendations •State will follow the PSI •State will recommend as follows 
•Fine: $10,000 plus court costs 
•Public Defender Reimbursement 
•Prison: 3 fixed, 7 indetenninate, for a total sentence of 10 years 
•Restitution:$ state lab 
• This Offer and any acceptance are void if there are new charges or prior convictions 
not noted above. 
• This Offer will be withdrawn if Defendant fails to appear in court for any scheduled 
hearing. 
• This Offer will be withdrawn if Defendant does not enter Guilty plea at pretrial 
conference. 
• At sentencing the state reserves the right to set forth the factual basis for the charges 
and aggravating and mitigating factors that led the State to make the above offer, 
including but not limited to the Defendant's prior criminal record. 
• The State will present statements to the court at sentencing. 
• The State wiJJ sign a Rule 11 conditional plea authorizing D to appeal the suppression 
motion. The State is not amending its offer related to sentencing. The State will not 
agree to any stays pending appeal. 
• Please call 587-2144 x 503 to accept, reject, or negotiate. 
NAME: Kristina M. Schindele Date March 18, 2015 Sent by fax 
0,8 9 
P.002 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~¥ E 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF ADA C~OFC U~T 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS~';f 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
, Case No: ~R; OO\*d'12:)'l 
ROA : PS101- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On ffi~ ~c)[)lS, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the 
Hono~ . C,;::,~ to be completed for Court appearance on: 
ffi~ 8,8. 00l5 at:~ I 
O Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PS101 ROA code) 
O Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non• §19-2524 evaluations/examinations.ordered for use with the PSI: 
O Sex Offender O D~m;stic Violence D Other . Evaluator: / 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation: 
WHJ@~ Probation D PD Reimb D Fine; " ACJ D Restitution D Other: -----------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: ffia,,S\CO ~~ 
PROSECUTOR: ~ "o'1):y fi)., 0 h.V::\, 
0 YES ~ NO If yes where: _____________ _ 
0 YES ~O If yes, what is the language? _______ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? 
Dat.e: o\oo\ao\Q CHERI C. COPSEY §ignature: 
Judge 
CASE NUMBER:C(~ -J){'hlY3 K' 
PSI Face Sheet: 
Fill Out the Entire Form 
Todays Date: /rJc,rtq d6 o<,C> I~ 
Name: .3. "'"-"Cl-. ....... WJ~e........__C--J~J/...+,/!.-..P...,.V ____ _ 
- M; Date of Blrth:
Place of.Birth: ReexKJ £¥'J fY}q i flte Social Security#: 
Gender: .t!!:fMale D Female 
Race (check all that apply): ~Caucasian tJ Pacific Islander ClAlaska Native 0Black/Afrlcan American 
ONatlve Hawaiian DAmerlcan Indian ClAslan CJOther DUnknown , 
Ethnicity (check ONE from the fol/owing)~$rnot Spanish/Hispanic/Latino/Mexican DMexican 
0Spanish/Hispanlc Latino DPuerto Rican OCuban DHlspanlc-speclflc origin not specified OChlcano/Other 
Hispanic OUnknown · 
Military Sta tu~: D Active Duty D Veteran ~ Never in Military D Military Dependent 
E-mail: :J:i m/ e te{k yfY }<@' 6, =; I , ~ '>'l 
Address: I 'flv SE Bidwell City: t6rf/a'IIMf State:O R ZIP: 2.:z2o~ 
Home Phone: 32J 4) Q 13 J l Cell Phone: Q03 ?{1~ /3 ::2 / I 
Work Phone:----------
Other Contact Information or Phone 
Number: ________________________________ _ 
Name & Phone Number of nearest relative: .,.../ii__,_,, /._<_e ..... _,,/ ......... <ef __ /'e:(_,..-__...09.........,J-:::1--...... &~U.-" .... +.:./O ..... fa""-'9 __ _ 
Employer 
Name/Phone/Address: ____________________________ _ 
! Immediately report to the /DOC District Office to schedule the Pre-Sentence Interview and 
1 Evaluations. Please have your Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire filled 
, out completely for interview. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIClA~tARA STEELE 
CLERK OF THE I" RT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE DEPUT 
4 THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
5 Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2014-2438 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
AND COMMITMENT 
6 
vs. 
7 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
8 DOB
SSN
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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Defendant. 
WHEREAS, on this 22nd day of May 2015, this being the time fixed by the Court for 
pronouncing sentence upon the Defendant, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting 
Attorney, or her deputy, the Defendant, and Elmore County Public Defender, counsel for the 
Defendant, in court. 
The Defendant was duly informed of the Amended Information filed, and the Defendant 
having entered a guilty plea on March 20, 2015, to the crime(s) of Trafficking in Marijuana, 
committed on or about the 21st day of August 2014. 
The Defendant, and Defendant's counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 
reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the Defendant, and 
if the Defendant, or Defendant's counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf of the Defendant, 
or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; and the Court, having 
accepted such statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why judgment and sentence 
should not be pronounced against the Defendant at this time; does render its judgment · of 
conviction as follows, to-wit: 
That, whereas, the Defendant having pled guilty in this Court to the crime(s) of Trafficking 
in Marijuana; 
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Defendant, is 
guilty of the crime(s) of Trafficking in Marijuana and that he be sentenced to the Idaho State 
Board of Correction, under the Unified Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, for an aggregate term 
of five (5) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period of confmement of two (2) years, 
followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to exceed three (3) years, said 
term(s) to commence immediately. The Defendant is to receive credit for seven (7) days 
previously served. 
The Court recommends Therapeutic Community Program and/or Community Work Center. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code § 31-3201A(b), the Defendant 
shall pay court costs in the amount of $17 .50; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount 
of $10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-4602; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of $15.00 pursuant to 
I.C. § 31-3201B; ISTARS technology fee in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201(5); 
$75.00 to the Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to I.C. § 72-1025; $3.00 for the Peace Officer 
Temporary Disability Fund pursuant to I.C. § 72-1105; $15.00 victim notification fee pursuant to 
I.C. § 31-3204; a fme in the amount of $5,000.00; restitution in the amount of $600.00 to the 
State Lab for testing; $30.00 drug case fee; $10.00 for the drug hotline fee pursuant to I.C. § 37-
2735A; and $100.00 emergency surcharge fee pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201H. 
The Defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Correction, not 
to exceed $100.00, for the cost of conducting the presentence investigation and preparing the 
presentence investigation report. The amount will be determmed by the Department and paid by 
the Defendant in accordance with the provisions ofl.C. § 19-2516. 
The Defendant shall submit a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression to the State of 
Idaho database as required under Idaho law. 
Pursuant to 1.C. § 67-3004(6), as a condition of this sentence, if the Defendant has not been 
previously fingerprinted in conjunction with this crime, the Defendant shall be fmgerprinted by 
the Elmore County Sheriff's Department even if he/she is placed on probation within five (5) days 
of this sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this judgment to the 
said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the Defendant. 
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, JAi'\1ES LEWIS KELLEY, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have the right 
to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-
two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FU~TIIERNOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
. . . 
counsel· at public expense .. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. 
Dated this 22nd day of May 2015. 
~~ Cheri C. copsy,D~ct Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, BARBARA STEELE, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed one 
4 copy of the: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT as notice pursuant to Rule 
5 
6 
77(d) I.C.R. as follows: 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
7 INTER DEPT MAIL 
8 ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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ELMORE COUNTY JAIL 
VIA E-MAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - CENTRAL RECORDS 
VIA E-MAIL 
PSI DEPT/ P&P 
VIA E-MAIL 
Date: 5 \ci&\\5 \ \ 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Elmore County, Idaho 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Appellant. 
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Case Nos. CR-2014-2438 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEYS, KRISTINA SCHINDELE; LAWRENCE G. Vv'ASDEN ATTORNEY 
GENERAL, STATEHOUSE, BOISE, IDAHO; AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I. The above-named Appellant, JAMES L. KELLEY, appeals against the above named 
Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and Commitment 
entered on the 22nd day of May, 2015, by the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Decision 
described in paragraph 1 above is applicable for an Appeal order under and pursuant to I.A.R. 
l l(c)(l). 
r 99 0R/G/N4L NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
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3. Issues on Appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in denying the Defendant's Motion to 
Suppress. 
4. The Pre-Sentence Investigation Report is routinely sealed by the Court, and is not 
requested herein. 
5. (a) Is reporter's standard transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript as defined in Rule 25(b), I.A.R.: 
(1) Motion to Suppress hearing held on February 9, 2015; (Reporter 
K. Madsen, estimated 60 pages.) 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
a. None. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) ( 1) D That either the reporter of the clerk of the district court or 
administrative agency has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the 
transcript. 
(2) t2J That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee 
because this is a criminal appeal. The Appellant is also indigent. 
(c) (1) D That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's 
record has been paid. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
100 
(2) D That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated for the 
preparation of the record because this is a criminal appeal. 
also indigent. 
( d) ( l) D That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
Defendant is 
(2) [gl That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because 
this is a criminal appeal. The Appellant is also indigent. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. (And tl1e Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-
1401(1), Idaho Code.) 
Iyo. 
DATED this jJ_ day of June, 2015. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
By_,_,._,.,.~IJ--~,bdf/JLL-,Jl,,l&---------
MARCODeANG 
Attorney for Appellant 
01 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this JJ_ day June, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL to: 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Lawrence Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
Attention: Criminal Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Sara Thomas 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise ID 83703 
Steve Kenyon 
Idaho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0101 
K. Madsen 
Court Reporter 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
~ Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile (208) 587-2147 
D Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Hand Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~ Facsimile (208) 287-7529 
ANDERODRlGUES 
Legal Assistant 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant/ Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES L. KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
COMES NOW the Defendant, JAMES L. KELLEY, by and through his attorney, Marco 
DeAngelo of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court for its Order pursuant to 
Idaho Code §19-867, et seq, and Rule 13(c)(9) and Rule 45.1, appointing the State Appellate 
Public Defender's Office to represent the above-named Defendant-Appellant in all further 
appellate proceedings and allowing trial counsel for Defendant to withdraw as counsel of record. 
This motion is brought on the ground and for the reason that the Defendant-Appellant is 
currently being represented by this Counsel and Office, as Public Defender in and for the County 
of Elmore, and the State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the 
Defendant-Appellant in all felony appellate proceedings. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER-Page 1 
l03 
Further, it is in the interest of justice for that Office to represent the Defendant-Appellant 
this case since the Defendant-Appellant is indigent, and any further proceedings in this case 
will be at the appellate level. 
' 11, 
DATED this _Jl day of June, 2015. 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
hn~ 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this r1 day of June, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing MOTION FOR APPOINTMJtNT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
190 SOUTH 4rn EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
SARA THOMAS 
STA TE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3050 LAKE HARBOR LANE, STE. 100 
BOISE ID 83 703 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
D U.S. MAIL 
D CERTIFIED MAIL 
~ HAND DELIVERY 
D OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
~ U.S.MAIL 
D CERTIFIED MAIL 
D HAND DELIVERY 
D OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
\~ 
ADEER0DRIGUES 
Legal Assistant 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 8364 7 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant/ Appellate 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF EL1VIORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
-vs-
JAMES L. KELLEY, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
Case No. CR20I4-2438 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court having reviewed the Appellant's Motion for Appointmeat of State Appellate 
Public Defender and Defendant-Appellant being indigent, and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Sara Thomas of the State's Appellate Public Defender's 
Office is hereby appointed as Counsel for the Defendant and Marco DeAngelo, of Ratliff Law 
Offices, Chtd. is hereby w~awn as counsel of record. 
DATED this l).'i day of June, 2015. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
(J R I(; ! ;,1 4 L 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this~4~day of June, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing ORDER to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
190 SOUTH 4 TH EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ATTN: CRIMINAL DIVISION 
P.O. Box 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
SARA THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3050 LAKE HARBOR LANE, STE. 100 
BOISE ID 83703 
MARCO DEANGELO 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 SOUTH 2ND EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
D U.S.MAIL 
~ CERTIFIED MAIL HAND DELIVERY OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
fXl U.S. MAIL D CERTIFIED MAIL 
D HAND DELIVERY 
D OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
tj
0 
U.S. MAIL 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
D HAND DELIVERY 
D OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
D U.S.MAIL 
D CERTIFIED MAIL 
~ HANDDELIVERY CT OVERNIGHT MAIL 
D INTERNAL MAIL 
D FACSIMILE 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB NO. 75~0 
RATLIFF LA \,V OFFICES, CHTD.\ 
South Second East \ 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 ~ 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 , 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
JAMES L. KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR 2014-2438 
MOTION TO REDUCE SENTENCE 
(I.C.R. 35) 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, JAMES L. KELLEY, by and through his attorney ofrecord, 
MARCO DeANGELO, of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court to reconsider 
sentence. The Defendant would request that the Court reconsider the sentence in this case and issue 
an amended judgment reducing his sentence to one (1) year fixed, four (4) indeterminate. 
same. 
Therefore, the Defendant respectfully requests that the court schedule a hearing on the 
,..., 
DATED this ~day ofJuly, 2015. 
,CHTD. 
LO, of the firm 
Attorney for Defendant 
C) R \ G \r\,i J.\ L 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this ?Jo day of July, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing MOTION TO REDUCE SENTENCE UNDER I.C.R. RULE 35 to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
~and Delivery 
D Federal Express 
D Certified Mail 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile (208) 587-2147 
MOTION TO REDUCE SENTENCE UNDER I.C.R. RULE 35 - Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTMC-T 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES L. ¥..ELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
NOTICE 
The Defendant has moved this Court pursuant to I.C.R. 35 to reduce the sentence imposed in 
this case. The Court hereby notifies the parties that any materials or written arguments in support of 
or in opposition to the motion must be received by the court no later than twenty-one (21) days from 
the date of this order. The Court will then either issue a decision or schedule the matter for an 
additional hearing. 
Dated this 
NOTICE - Page 1 
day of August 2015. 
1))_9 
onathan Medema, 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was sent to the 
following: 
Elmore County Prosecutor's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Elmore County Public Defender's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
~ 
Dated this .1.0:_ day of August 2015. 
NOTICE - Page 2 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
~~--
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Public Defender 
SARA 8. THOMAS 
State Appellate Public Defender 
I.S.8. #5867 
P.O. Box 2816 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 334-2712 
08-10-2015 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ELMORE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
\ 
I 
Plaintiff-Respondent. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2014-2438 
V. ) S.C. DOCKET NO. 43392 
) 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, ) AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ELMORE COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, 190 S 4TH E.. MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647-0607, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and 
Commitment entered in the above-entitled action on the 22nd day of May, 2015, 
the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11(c)(1-10). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
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Public Defender 08-10-2015 
(a) Did the district court err In failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress evidence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25{c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
a. Motion to Suppress Hearing held on February 9; fti. 2015, (Court 
Reporter; K. Madsen, estimated 60 pages.); 
b. Pretrial Conference and Entry of Plea Hearing held on March 20, 
2015, (Court Reporter: Kim Madsen, estimated 14 pages); and 
C. Sentencing Hearing held on May 22, 2015, (Court Reporter: Kim 
Madsen. estimated 14 pages). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.AR. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.AR. 28(b)(2): 
a. 
b. 
C. 
Memorandum In Support of Motion to Suppress; 
Objection to Defendant's Motion to Suppress; 
Stipulation to Submit Evidence for Court's Consideration at 
Suppression Motion; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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Public Defender 08-10-2015 
d. Affidavit of Marco DeAngelo in Support of Clarification or 
Reconsideration; 
e. Guilty Plea Advisory and Form; 
f. Any affidavits. objections. responses, briefs or memorandums. filed 
or lodged. by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in opposition 
to the Motion to Suppress: 
g. All proposed and given jury instructjons; and 
h. Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements and other addendums to the PSI or other items offered at the 
sentencing hearing. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporter, Kim Madsen; 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code 
§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e)); 
c. That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a}(B)); 
d. That arrangements have been made with Elmore County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e}; and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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' ' 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this 1 oth day of August, 2015. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 l 1 4 
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Public Defender 08-10-2015 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 1 oth day of August, 2015, caused a 
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MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
KIM MADSEN 
COURT REPORTER 
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200 W FRONT STREET 
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KRISTINA M SCHINDELE 
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KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISB #6090 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______________ ) 
Case No. CR-2014-0002438 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO REDUCE SENTENCE 
2 I 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting 
Attorney and hereby objects to Defendant's motion to reduce sentence. The Defendant pled 
guilty to trafficking in marijuana. The State offered Defendant a significant deal by amending 
the charge to trafficking under I.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(A) - carrying a one year mandatory 
minimum - rather than LC. § 37-2732B(a)l)(B) - carrying a three year mandatory minimum. 
The State recommended a unified sentence of seven (7) years with two years fixed. The Court 
imposed a unified sentence of five (5) years with two years fixed. The Court specifically noted 
the Defendant's lack of criminal history. The sentencing judge affirmed that she believed 
Defendant's statement that he did not know the offense carried a mandatory minimum term. 
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The Defendant has filed a motion to reduce the sentence to a unified sentence of five (5) years 
with one year fixed. The Defendant has not filed any supportive materials. The Court was well 
aware of the facts surrounding the crime as well as aggravating and mitigating factors at the time 
she imposed sentence. 
In the absence of new evidence, a rule 35 motion simply represents a request for leniency. 
State v. Brunet, 155 Idaho 724, _, 316 P.3d 640, 645-646 (2013). "When presenting a Rule 
35 motion, the defendant must show that the sentence is excessive in light of new or additional 
information subsequently provided to the district court in support of the Rule 35 motion." State 
v. Huffman, 144 Idaho 201, 203, 159 P.3d 838, 840 (Idaho 2007) (citing State v. Knighton, 143 
Idaho 318, 320, 144 P.3d 23, 25 (2006); State v. Sheahan, 139 Idaho 267, 285, 77 P.3d 956, 974 
(2003); State v. Strand, 137 Idaho 457, 463, 50 P.3d 472, 478 (2002)). This Court should deny 
Defendant's request. 
Defendant received a huge benefit from the State's agreement to reduce the charge where 
Defendant trafficked more than 20 pounds of marijuana. Additionally, the Court showed 
substantial leniency when she imposed her sentence in this matter. The Defendant has not 
demonstrated any reason for a further reduction. This Court should deny the motion in its 
entirety. The Court should address this matter based on the record rather than hold a hearing. 
DATED This ~ay of August 2015. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMO . OUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this I 0,~-~y of August 201 I served a copy of the attached 
document to the following parties by facsimile: 
Marco DeAngelo Hand Delivery 
290 South Second East __fast Class Mail 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 _lL. Facsimile 
[ r-DATED this 4 day of August 2015. 
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SARA B. THOMAS 
State Appellate Public Defender 
I.S.B. #5867 
P.O. Box 2816 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 334-2712 
:13 a.m. 08-24-2015 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ELMORE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2014-2438 Plaintiff-Respondent, ~ 
V. ) S.C. DOCKET NO. 43392 
) 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, ) SECOND AMENDED 
~ NOTICE OF APPEAL Defendant-Appellant. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ELMORE COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, 190 S 4TH E., MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647-0607, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and 
Commitment entered in the above-entitled action on the 22nd day of May, 2015, 
the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, presiding; 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11 (c)(1-10). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert In the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
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(a) Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress evidence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that Is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI}. 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
a. Motion to Suppress Hearing held on February 9; ~ 2015, (Court 
Reporter; K. Madsen, estimated 60 pages.); 
b. Pretrial Conference and Entry of Plea Hearing held on March 20, 
2015. (Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 1 estimated 14 pages); and 
c. Sentencing Hearing held on Ma~ 22. 2015, (Court Reporter. 
Christie Valich. estimated 4416 pages). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.AR. 28(b){2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress; 
Objection to Defendant's Motion to Suppress; 
Stipulation to Submit Evidence for Court's Consideration at 
Suppression Motion; 
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d. Affidavit of Marco DeAngelo in Support of Clarification or 
Reconsideration; 
e. Guilty Plea Advisory and Form; 
f. Any affidavits. objections. responses, briefs or memorandums, filed 
or lodged, by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in opposition 
to the Motion to Suppress; 
g. All proposed and given jury instructions; and 
h. Any exhibits, includina but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements and other addendums to the PSI or other items offered at the 
sentencing hearing. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Second Amended Notice of Appeal has been 
served on Court Reporters, Kim Madsen and Christie Valich; 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. {Idaho Code 
§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e)); 
c. That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a)(8)); 
d. That arrangements have been made with Elmore County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, J.C.§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); and 
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e. That service has been made· upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this 2/(vlt. day of August, 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this ;).~day of August, 2015, caused 
a true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
MARCO DEANGELO 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES 
290 S SECOND E STREET 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
KIM MADSEN 
COURT REPORTER 
ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
200 W FRONT STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
KRISTINA M SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
190 S 4TH E STREET 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647-0607 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0010 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
SBT/mal 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT"' OF An,, ,...,.E-LE 8 MR B ,, ,.... ,J , t. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELM8~K 8[pt'f ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2014-2438 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
REDUCE SENTENCE 
On March 20th, 2015 Defendant plead guilty to an amended charge of Trafficking in 
Marijuana in excess of one pound. On May 22°d, 2015 the Court sentenced the defendant to serve 
a unified period of five years in the custody of the Idaho Department of Corrections consisting of 
two years determinate and three years indeterminate. On July 30th, 2015 the defendant filed a 
"motion to reduce sentence" pursuant to Rule 35 of the Idaho Criminal Rules. The Court issued a 
notice advising the parties that any written materials or argument regarding the motion must be 
filed on or before August 28th, 2015. The Defendant has not supported his motion with any 
evidence, information, or written argument. The State filed a timely objection arguing that the 
defendant has failed to support his motion with any information unknown to the District Court at 
sentencing and there is no basis from which the Court may conclude the sentence imposed was 
excessive. The Defendant requested a hearing on his motion. 
The decision whether to hold a hearing on a Rule 35 motion is directed at the sound 
discretion of the trial court. In deciding whether an oral hearing is necessary, the inquiry is 
whether the defendant could have presented the desired evidence through affidavits filed with the 
motion, or whether the denial of a hearing unduly limits the information considered in the 
decision. State v. Thomas, 133 Idaho 682, 689, 991 P.2d 870, 877 (Ct. App. 1999). With no 
Order Denying Motion to Reduce Sentence • 1 
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indication that preclusion of a hearing in this case would unduly limit the defendant's 
presentation of evidence to be considered, no hearing is required. 
The sentence imposed in this case is within the statutory limitations for the crime to 
which the defendant pleaded guilty. The sentence is a legal one. Defendant has not alleged the 
sentence was imposed in an illegal manner. 
A request to reduce an otherwise legal sentence is discretionary with the Court. 
State v. Knighton, 143 Idaho 318, 318, 144 P.3d 23, 24 (2006). When presenting a Rule 35 
motion, the defendant must show that the sentence is excessive in light of new or additional 
information subsequently provided to the district court in support of the Rule 35 motion. State v. 
Huffman, 144 Idaho 201,203, 159 P.3d 838, 840 (2007). 
The Defendant has failed to offer any additional evidence or information that would 
indicate his sentence was excessively harsh and the Court does not have any information which 
would warrant a reduction of the sentences. 
The Defendant is 53 years of age. He was stopped by police on the interstate for a traffic 
violation. Police subsequently discovered nearly twenty-two pounds of marijuana in the trunk of 
the vehicle the Defendant was driving. Defendant was initially charged with a Trafficking in 
Marijuana in excess of five pounds but less than twenty-five pounds, an offense which carries a 
minimum mandatory sentence of three years incarceration. The Defendant subsequently entered 
a guilty plea to the amended charge of Trafficking in Marijuana in excess of one pound. 
The information in the pre-sentence investigation report reveals defendant has a relatively 
minor criminal record consisting of a reckless driving conviction in Nevada in the year 2006. 
The Defendant reported he was born and raised in Maine. He worked in the construction industry 
in the State of Nevada until the year 2008. The Defendant has been essentially unemployed since 
2009 when he moved to Oregon except for a period of about eighteen months when he worked as 
a clerk at a Vaporized store in Portland. The Defendant reported living with his brother and 
various friends while in Oregon. The Defendant reported holding a medical marijuana card in 
Oregon and to having grown marijuana in the past. The GAIN-I evaluator opined that the 
Defendant was an abuser of alcohol, but did not express an opinion regarding the Defendant's 
use of marijuana. The evaluator recommended no substance abuse treatment. 
The Defendant reported to the presentence investigator that he agreed to transport the 
marijuana found in the vehicle he was driving from Oregon to Iowa for a friend of a friend. The 
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Defendant reported that was to profit financially from his interstate trafficking of the marijuana. 
Defendant reported he expected to receive a couple thousand dollars for his trip. The 
Defendant indicated he was passing through Idaho and planned to stay overnight the Twin 
area. The Defendant reported this is the only time he has attempted the interstate 
trafficking of marijuana. 
There is some reason to be skeptical of the Defendant's claim based on information in the 
pre-sentence report. The Defendant's ability to survive for five years without a reported source 
of income, his admitted regular use of marijuana, his admission to growing marijuana in the past, 
and his ability to acquire 22 pounds of marijuana and the $1,100 police found in his pocket all 
give rise to a reasonable suspicion that the defendant is more involved in the distribution and sale 
of marijuana than he has admitted. Defendant told police he was planning to stay in the Twin 
Falls area overnight on this trip. Police located in the vehicle defendant was using a hotel receipt 
from a hotel in Burley indicating the Defendant had spent a night in Burley, Idaho one month 
prior to being stopped by police in this case. Such a fact would certainly be consistent with the 
defendant having ferried marijuana in the past, in a manner identical to how he was doing so on 
this occasion. 
However, accepting as true Defendant's assertion that this is the only time he has 
engaged in this conduct and talcing into consideration the Defendant's lack of a prior criminal 
history, the Defendant has failed to persuade this Court that the sentence imposed was unduly 
harsh. The Defendant has presented no evidence that the sentence imposed was excessive in 
comparison to similarly situated defendants convicted of the same crime. The Defendant has also 
failed to support his motion with any new or additional information not previously available to 
the District Court at the time of sentencing. By his own admission, the Defendant voluntarily 
chose to engage in the interstate trafficking of a moderately substantial amount of marijuana 
strictly for the purpose of financial gain. The Idaho legislature views such a crime as being so 
serious that the legislature has authorized the courts to impose up to a fifteen year prison 
sentence on persons convicted of such act. Further, the legislature has mandated that the court 
impose a mandatory minimum of one year fixed incarceration to persons who admit trafficking 
th·~ amount of marijuana defendant admitted to having in his guilty plea. The defendant received 
a substantial measure of leniency from the State when the State agreed to amend the charge from 
one of possession of marijuana in excess of five pounds, a crime for which the Court would have 
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been mandated to impose a minimum fixed term of three years. Considering the need to protect 
society by deterring the defendant from engaging in similar conduct in the future and by 
deterring others from similar seduction by the lure of easy financial gain, the sentencing Court's 
decision to impose a five year sentence with two years fixed is not unreasonable. 
In light of the above, the motion is HEREBY DENIED. 
Dated this _iLaay of September, 2015. 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing docwnent was sent to the following: 
Elmore County Prosecutor's Office 
INTER DEPT MAIL 
Elmore County Public Defender's Office 
INTER DEPT MAIL 
James Kelley 
c/o Elmore County Jail 
INTER DEPT MAIL 
I rR Dated this 5 day of September 2015. 
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BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
B~ 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
Supreme Court 
Case No. 43392 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Barbara Steele, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete record of the 
pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled cause, see Clerk's 
Certificate of Exhibits, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to the Record on Appeal: 
1. Transcript of Motion to Suppress on February 6, 2015 
2. Transcript of Pretrial Conference on March 20, 2015 
3. Transcript of Sentencing on May 22, 2015 
4. Presentence Investigation-Confidential Exhibit 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Courtthi~of ./Jg {Jti l'.llb.e .( ,2015. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By \2Sl~o Q lli & 
1 Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. Supreme Court 
Case No. 43392 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
EXHIBITS 
I, Barbara Steele, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits which were offered or admitted into evidence during 
the Motion to Suppress Hearing: 
State's exhibit 1 - video of stop 
Defendant's exhibit A first page of police report 
AND I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following will be submitted as exhibits to nus 
Record: 
Presentence Report (Confidential Exhibit) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this ~\Jv\ day of September 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS-Pagel 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By~u~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
JAMES LEWIS KELLEY, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court 
Case No. 43392 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, BARBARA STEELE, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify that I have personally served or 
mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S 
RECORD to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Statehouse Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Sara 1homas 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3050 N Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Courtthis~ayof b~ ,2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By &iQO,.fu, J 
Dep ty lerk 
